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EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PRESS LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

'tonight.'

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

VOL. XXXIV. NO. 189.

FORGER

STATEMENT F AVORING

'ADMISSION OF RAW ISUGAR- FREE
.n

stand how you feel in regard to the
matter. It is certainly my desire that
the Associated Press shall be just
and impartial in the treatment of
every matter reported by it. '
"The Arbuckle statement was carTO
ried, not because it was a statement
jf a sugar refiner, but because of its
bearing on the general cost of living,
which,-ayou know, has been the
OF
subject of keen interest iu the United States. With the advance in tbe
price of sugar, coffee and other necessaries, there necessarily has been
Qf much feeling on the general subject.
"When your statement in answer
to Mr. Arbuckle was presented it
happened to be a very busy day and
night. The president of the United
States was at San Francisco; the
plans for Justice Harlan's funeral
TESTIFIES were on; the McNamara trial was beNEWS ASSOCIATION
fore the court; the world's series of
baseball was in progress; a. critical
situation in China existed and there
His Employes to Handle as Much Matter was an acute political situation in

HAMLIN, REPRESENTING THEM,
ASKED ASSOCIATED

PUBLISH

PRESS

mm.

CASE

s

PRESIDENT

OF

Declares He Requested
Favorable to the Beet Men as Could Be Considered of Good

"
Mexico.
'J.TJ2-- "All of these things crowded our
one wire running irum ivaus
'

Washington, June 19 Melville E.
Stone, general manager of the Associated Press, testified at his own request today before the senate lobby
committee investigating the claims
contained in some of the correspondence of Clarence C. Hamlin as to
publicity beet sugar men had hoped
to obtain through the Associated
Press". Hamlin's letters had been read
into the committee's record two days
ago after having . been subpoenaed
from the files of the United States
Beet Sugar industry.
before Mr. Stone testified, Senator
Newlands took the witness chair to
make a brief statement concerning the
use of his name in correspondence introduced yesterday.
Mr. Stone presented all his letters
and records bearing on the demands
of the beet sugar interests for publicity through the news association.
He testified that on October 12, 1911,
John Arbuckle, a sugar refiner,
when leaving for Europe, had given
out a statement favoring free raw
sucar. This statement was carried
by the Associated Press, he said.
On October 15 a short statement
given out by Clarence C. Hamlin at
Colorado Springs, answering the Arbuckle interview, was also carried
The Arby the Associated Press.
buckle statement, he said, was about
1,000 words long; the Hamlin statement about 150 words
Mr. Hamlin then wrote Mr. Stone
asking that the beet sugar interests
be given as good treatment as the
'
sugar refiners.
Mr. Hamlin's letter was:
"I am writing you as chairman of
the United States Beet Sugar Industry, an organization which includes
practically ail of the beet sugar interests of this country, and if anything further Ms necessary to give
that which I have to say credit, 1
would refer you to any of the papers
in Denver, as well as to Senator Guggenheim and Senators Clark aud
Also to Mr.
Warren of Wyoming.
Chester S. Morey of Denver, president of the Great Western Sugar
company, tbe largest beet sugar producer in the United States, with
whom you are possibly acquainted.
I might add I am a member of the
(Associated Press, representing ' the
of this city.
"Publicity is the last thing T wish
to seek personally, but in justice to
the great Industry which 1 represent
I feel justified in taking up with you
in person a matter which to ua is of
the gravest importance. On October
12 Mr. John Arbuckle of Arbuckle
Brothers, gave out a statement which
was printed in full in every Associated press newspaper of the United
Stales concerning the sugar situation.
A copy of this statement is attached
herewith. The matters contained In
ibis statement were of such great
Importance and some of the 'misrepresentations so gross that I sl'A no?
Herald-Telegrap-

that he had no money on
deposit in North Bristol and that he
deposited the draft here as a "flash,"
evidently for the purpose of making
a stall in the 'event any of tbe
worthless checks came back on him
before making his
Hower claims; to have relatives in
Kansas whom he believes will come
to his assistance and square his dif
ficulties for him.
get-awa-

I

'
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News Value, But to Accept Nothing From Authorized
Publicity Agents Policy Was to Treat Every Person and Interest Concerned With Impartiality.

IIAN FOLLOWS HISS

City to San Francisco, and suppose
our Denver office was forced to
your statement. I am writing to the chief of our office there
asking him for an explanation regarding the matter.; but 1 can well
anticipate that this is what he would
say.
VI fancy the matter will come up
before congress alid men 1 trust we
shall be able to give you as good a
hearing as those who are contending
on the other side.
'Sincerely yours,
1

feel that these statements should go
unchallenged. I took the matter up
with the local representative of tue
Associated
Press, who fallowed
through the. ordinary channels and
was assured that the Associated
Press would handle 600 words representing the beet sugar men's position on these questions. This statement I prepared and you will finct a
copy hereto attached. This is from
the Denver Republican, the Colorado
papers having handled it in full The
manner in which it was handled will
be disclosed by the attached clipping
from the Washington Post of October

ALBUQUERQUE

DAVISON'S

LEAD

TRYING TO HELP THE SUFFRAGE
CAUSE HE THROWS HIMSELF
BEFORE RACE HORSE

"MELVILLE B. STONE."
"I did not know Mr. Hamlin," said
"Mr. Stone. "The statement mat ne
was a member of the Associated
Press is true, but in meeting the 800
members of the Associated Press, I

did not happen to remember, and 1
have never met him but once in my
"Your long experience in newspa- life. I would not Know him if he
per work will cause you to see im- were in this room at this moment.
mediately that we would hav5 been
'The statement in respect to the
much better satisfied had the Asso-date-d local correspondent of the Associated
Press refused to handle it en- Press at Colorado Spprings having
tirely rather than to have published agreed to handle for the Associated
it in this abbreviated and wholly un- Press 600 words, i should explain in
satisfactory manner.
this way. The local oorresponaent
"Of course, I understand tho Asso- has no power whatever to commit
ciated Press is in no sense partisan the Associated Press to any policy
and aims to be wholly fair to all of or to any agreement of that sort.
the great interests of the country, His entire duty and his entire re- and all that the beet interests ask Spo,nslbl,lity and ability in' respect
is that they receive the same treat- to the matter was to send any
ment at the hands of your association
he might have to our Denver
as is accorded to some refiners m office, something tike 40 or 50 miles
New York who are pushing the lree away, and there it would fall into
sugar propaganda with the avowed the hands of a salaried correspondpurpose of at least, putting a stop to ent, and he would determine how
the growth of the beet sugar imlus- - much should be used.
'"The local correspondent had no
try"m.f"We certainly have no desire to authority to commit it, and indeed,
burden the Associated .Press' with though I don't know who he was, he
matter put out for the purpose of may have been an employe of Mr.
boosting' our industry, but 'as Pttack-- Hamlin's' own paper."1
Mr. Stone gave tbe committee a
ed party we feel we shcu'd be gn en
as much publicity as is given to our copy of the letter he wrote to C. D.
opponents.' At least, we would like Hagerty, in ctiarge of the Denver
know what our status is so fai us jffice of the Associated Press, October
Of f 23. It asked for information as to
your association is onoerned.
state-thbe
there
sowochina
iu j the handling of the Hamlin
may
course,
,
-concluded-and
character 6,'. the stat.';mnt ',iien j ment,
.would
its
"Personally I am inclined to
out by'
in full, ami if so vou wh) courage carrying long; statements of
fca doing roe a distinct '"favor by ,ud- - a controversial nature, but inasmuch
s
vising me ' in what respect' I'ois is as we cameo, Mr. Aroueiae
is
rather
,
judgment
irient
fully, 'my
true.
little
a
handled
we
have
serithat
th'.s
will
might
s;'va
'"Trusting you
ous personal consideration and thank- more "of Mr. Hamlin's, provided it
as our story
ing you in advance for :mM'n;; yoi was prepared as briefly'1
may be able to lo in the d'ct'.on of here indicates."
A reply from Mr. Hagerty stated
according justice to so" largi an
that 500. words of the Hamlin stateI am,
ment bad come into the Denver of"Very truly yours,
fice over the wire from Colorado
"C. C. HAMU.V."
to
the
corMr. Stone said that the local
Springs but that owing
of the Associated
condition
Prt-crowded
of
s
Associated
the
respondent
sent
at Colorado Springs had no authority Press wires only 20o nau heen
of
out
cut
were
Aswords
and
61,
east
that
the
to make any agreement
before
sociated Press wou'a carry any state- the dispatch at relay points
it reached New York.
ment.
Mr. Hamlin then wrote Stone Oc"t don't who was the correspondent,
addtober 28, 1911:
at Colorado Springs," Mr. Stone
"Permit me to thank you for your
an
been
have
emtnuye
ed, "lie may
Ti 1
kind favor of the 23rd inst., and to
of Mr. Hamlin's paper, for
express my appreciation of your po,
know."
In answer to Mr. Hamlin's letter sition in the matter. I can. readily
understand how the, situation arose
Mr. Stone wrote October 3, '1911:
"I have your letter of October 19
and note" contents. 1 can well under- (Continued on Page Five
16.

Ascot, England, June 19 Fired by
the recent example of Miss Emily
Wilding Davison during the Derby, a
male suffragist today committed suicide by flinging, himself in front of
Tracery
August Belmont's
during the race for the valuable Ascot gold" cup. His act deprived the
American sportsmen of a good chance
of capturihg the trophy.
The man was killed on the spot. The
horse and its rider, although they
were both brought to the ground, were
not harmed.
Waving a flag of the suffragette colors in one hand and brandishing a revolver in the other, the militant suffragist sprang oyer the rails just as the
field of eight horses, with the American colt Tracery leading, were near-inthe straight for the run home.
With a loud yell of "Stop" he bounded in front of the horses. Tracery
collided with and fell on him before
the jockey, A. Whaley, had time to
.
avoid the accident.
g
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Summer Comfort
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The first warm days bring
disappointments to many of us
who cannot join the general
summer exodus from town, but
who, for one reason or another,
must stay in our houses or
apartments during the warm
months.
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We can't all go to the niouh- tains or seashore, but, by a care- ful and judicious expenditure,
every woman can make a sum- mer atmosphere in her own
home if she chooses.
Rugs, heavy curtains, and draperies can be put carefully away
and in their place can be substituted a whole new set of
things at a surprisingly low
There is an indefinite
cost.
number of filire rugs in the market to fit any size space; there
are dainty, fresh, cotton curtain

materials in charming designs;
and as for cretonnes for furniture coverings, their beauty and
variety are bewildering.

Just read carefully through
the housefurnishing advertise-- ,
calmunis, in THE OPTIC and
how
little
culate for yourself
these 'summer comforts v
actually

cost.

George Ward was rich;
ho
many friends.

possessed

,

r.iTv irniTiDN

Washington today after a week, of
strenuous Investigation into the coal
REVEN1
strike of West Virginia.
Senators
Swanson, Kenyon and Martine, who
concluded for a time their examination
TO
of witnesses at Charleston yesterday,
returned to the senate to take up th"ir
legislative dutiess.
During a week in Charleston, the
committee examined nearly a hundred
witnesses, worked 10 or 12 hours a
HUNDREDS OF CITIZENS ATTEND day, often, sitting until after midnight, THOUGH SENATE HAS CUT MANY
and took about, one million words of
FUNERAL OF PIONEER
SCHEDULES IT HAS EN
testimony. The committee will reRESIDENT TODAY
LARGED INCOME
sume hearings in Washington in a, few
weeks and will take up the charge of
ARE
MASONS
AND
CHARGE the West Virginia coal operators that BANANAS
IN
... BANDIES
the miner's union is in league with operators in tbe competitive fields of
GRAND LODGE CF NEW MEXICO
TWO ARTICLES WILL MAKE UP
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and IllinCONDUCTS SERVICES AT
FOR DECREASES IN OTHER
ois to ruin the West Virginia industry.

LAS VEGAS

PAYS

TARIFF

IS INCREASED

TRIBUTE

G.W. WARD
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TEMPLE AND GRAVE

CASKET
FLORAL

McMillin

Correspondence Between Beet Industry
ficials and Melville Stone Produced

;

THURSDAY, JUNE 19, 1913.

Albuquerque, N. M., June 19. E. Q.
Hower, alias Moon, a- peadler of a
polish for brightening silverware, is
in the toils of tbe law because of his
actions in floating a half dozen
worthless checks about town. Arrested last evening by Chief of Police
McMillin, Hower was put on the frying pan in the city jail thiB morning
and "came through," admitting that
the checks on which he obtained
cash yesterday are worthless. Hower
was arrested on complaint sworn to
by M. Mandell and Simon Stern. Mrs.
Duncan, of the American hotel, Fred
Shambeck of the club, Harry Leonard of the Capital, and a. B. Loken of
the Hub, were also stung on the
worthless checks. Hower made out
the checks for amounts ranging from
$4 to $8. On June 16 he deposited a
draft, drawn on himself,, payable on
a North Bristol, Conn., bank, in the
First National Bank of Albuquerque.
Hower told the bank clerk here tnat
he was in a hurry to have the draft
collected. Today Hower told Chief

BEET HEN WISHED TO REPLY TO

WHITS

IN

Daily Kaxiffi

f
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FLOWER-LADE-

PRODUCTS
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ATTEST THE
WHICH THE DEAD

TRIBUTES

LOVE IN

MAN WAS HELD

With Masonic honors and in the
presence of hundreds of his friends the
body of the late George W. Ward was
laid to rest this afternoon. The large
attendance at the funeral services was
a tribute to the esteem in which Mr.
Ward was held by his fellow townsmen. Members of the Masonic fraternity from all parts of New Mexico were
present to pay their last respects to a
man who had stood high in the councils of their order and whost life as a
Mason and as a citizen had been exemplary and filled with good deeds.
At 2:30 o'clock the Masons gathered
in their hall in the Masonic temnle
to hold a tender, loving service in tribute to their dead brother,, who was a
past grand master of the jurisdiction
of New Mexico. Marine R. Williams,
grand master, had charge of the ceremonies and was assisted by other
members of the grand iodge who were
here to attend the funeral. The Mas
sonic services lasted nearly
"
'
- of an hour.
At the conclusion of the ceremin
ies in the lodge roms the Masons
marched to the chapel of the Las Vegas Undertaking company, where the
body had been lying in state, and bore
the casket to St. Pauls Memorial Episcopal church where services were conducted by the rector, Rev. J. S. Moore.
The choir of the church sang several
beautiful selections.
Following the services at the church
the funeral procession made its way
to the Masonic cemetery where final
services were conducted according to
the Masonic ritual.
That Mr. Ward was loved by a large
number of people was demonstrated
by the profusion of flowers which cov
ered his bier. Masonic bodies from
all parts of the states sent wreaths and
many 'Individual
bouquets, while
friends of Mr. Ward were represented
by floral pieces. One of the tributes
that would have pleased Mr. Ward
had he seen it, perhaps more than any
other, was a sheaf of wheat and oats
from the New Mexico State Hospital
of which he had been steward for so
many years. It was Mr. Ward that
made the farm at the hospital one of
the most successful Irrigated tracts in
the west, and he loved it and its products. The casket was covered with
an American flag, Mr. Ward having
been a Union soldier.
The active pall bearers were Dr.
William P. Mills, Paul Brinegar,
George H. Klnkel, Harry W. Kelly,
Daniel Stern and Wiliam J. Lucas, all
brother Masons, The honorary pall
bearers, all past grand masters of tbe
grand lodge of the
Mexico, A. F. and A. M., were C, N.
iBlackwell, F. H. Kent, W. S. Harrcun,
Richard English, H. L. Waldo, J. H.
Kuhns, Charles II. Sporleder, J. J.
Kelly. J. II. Wroth, Charles Bowner, J.
W. Foe, R. C. Stewart, E. S. Stover, E.
A. Gaboon J. C. Slack J G. Fitch A. N.
Pratt, J. W. Wilson, C. D. Stevens,
Frank Johnson, E. L. Medler and W.
B. Walton.
three-quarter-

jurisdl'-iiun-of-Ne-

i

LEPROSY IS INCREASING
Minneapolis, Minn., June 13. Leprosy is steadily increasing in the United States according to Dr. Rupert
Blue, surgeon general of the United
States public health service. Dr.
Blue's address at the convention of the
American Medical association told of
the continued propagation and spread
'
of the disease.
The doctor discussed the present
state "and federal laws relative to the
disease and urged the advisability of
Measures
government supervision.
for the control of the disease and the
care of those afflicted are absolutely
necessary, declared Dr. Blue. Medical
inspection in the schools has revealed
many defects in the older children, de
clared Dr. Walter S. Cornell of Phila'."
nr..:"-'- delphia.

WILSON DESIRES

PEACE IN MEXICO

$mm willjjE realizeo
CHANGES

IN UNDERWOOD BILL
HAVE EFFECT ON MANY

INDUSTRIES

Washington, June 13. Democratic
members of the senate financo committee who have completed their revision of the rate schedules ia the
Underwood tariff bill, making many
reductions in nearly every schedule
and additions to tbe free list, declare
that the total of their alterations will
make a net increase in the estimated
revenue to be derived from the bill
as it passed the house of more than
$5,000,000.

The bulk of the gross increase has
been provided by taking bananas from
the free list and making them dutiable
at five cents a bunch, and by a repeal
of an act which exempted brandies in
fortifying wines from the full internal
revenue tax of $1.10 a gallon. These
two changes, the committee estimates,
will bring an annual revenue of about

DEL VALLE IS TRYING TO
$9,000,000.
BRING CARRANZA AND HUER-TTO PEACEFUL TERMS

R. F.

El Paso, Tex., June 19. R. F. Del
Valle, of Los Angeles, Calif., will see
Venustlano Carranza, the insurgent
governor of Coahuila and commander-in-chie- f
of the constitutionalist revolu
tion, before he proceeds to Mexico
City to confer with Provisional Presi
dent Huerta. Del Valle arived here
today from his trip into Sonora.
Before leaving for Piedras Niegras
he will visit federal officials at Juarez,
Mexico. The investigator Insists that
he merely represents the personal desire for peace in Mexico of President
Wilson and Secretary Bryan, and that.
his trip is in no way official.

TEMPLAR SAT KAUSPELL.
Kalispell, Mont, June 19 Kalispei!,
in its dress uniform, Its Mreets gey
with decorations, today opened h r
gates to an invading army of Knights
Templar who will remain in possession of the city for two days. The
occasion is the annual conclave of the
grand commander? of Montana. The
15 conimanderies of the state are well
represented and the gathering is one
of the largest ever entertained here..
A parade, a full dress review and
numerous features of entertainment
are embraced in the two days'

7ISHED TO HAVE i

t

;

t

WEODINC.
Athens, Ga., June 19. V mnuner
of prominent guests from out of town
'came to Athens today for taa wedding of Miss Ruth Tribbie, daughter SHOCKING
CHARGES ARE MADE
of Congressman and Mrs. Samual J.
AGAINST ATLANTA WOMAN
Tribbie, and Mr. Sam Dick of
RECENTLY DECEASED

xmrn
uuumt

DICK-TRIBBL- E

V11EN PERISH
h BURNING

M

RUSSIAN PEASANTS INCINERATE
80 GIRLS LOCKED IN A
BUILDING.

June 19. Eighty
St. Petersburg,
women were burned today by villagers enraged at the Importation of
cheap girl laborers to work on a
sugar estate in the district of Piria-tin- .
In the province of Poltava, southern Russia, according to the

Atlanta, Ga.. Juno 19. Relatives of
Mrs. Barbara Dodd. a wealthy Atlanta
woman who died recently leaving
$100,000 to Mercer
university anil
large sums to charity, will attempt to
prove In tbe superior court that they
were cut off by Mr3. Dodd becausa
certain of them had refused to kill or
maim Dr. H. B, Garner, Mrs. Dodd'a
divorced husband.
These charges are made in an appeal
from the ruling of the Fulton county
ordinary, who recently upheld tlui
will.
Mrs. Dodd was the v ii s of I hi'
' i ' i.
Dodd, a merchant of
1 r i
married
his death she,
whom she wa,3 divorced.
In gaining the right fo . i
D
caeo.to the supeme c urf, "
ci tV
,':,
attacking
relatives,
rr-f
rot
"i if
that she attempted to
them to kill the doctor or ? 4 r? t
.
by throwing vitriol in hia fa.--

Liamin.
The excited villagers first securely
fastened nil the means of 'exit from
a wooden barn in which the girls
were housed. They then set fire to
the building while the inmates were
still asleep and all were burned1 to
death without a chance to escape.
FOR BRITISH OPEN C: "LP
London, June 19. Y.'lt 1 tii
tour championship towac
Andrew's a matter ot fcla
RITCHIE QUITS NOLAN.
19. WilUe terest of tk gctjfias wo:
June
San
Francisco,
THE UMC'l 18 'NOT
Ritchie, lightweight champion, his ters on Hoy lake, wlwr
dismissed from his service Manager tournament for the E
s hv,"a
Tho champion carae champloRiAip
Billy Nolan.
down from Nolan's ranch today to conditions that pre
1
begin training for his Fourth of July ed compfliMons.
:
MAKE f'Ght with Joe Rivers sad announced will cotifl'.iv.e
WEST VIRGINIA MINERS
CHARGES AGAINST THE
i't '',
ihi break, tHilng that his reasons Three Amfri-r-.LABOR ORGANIZATION
aid fiuanc'c.l." Rit hie hcH, Tom JhV.W'-- ,;.
wfre
a fhciiO p:'-wi- th will b:ii!l" v. If !i ;.
t;dd Lo hnd
to
19.
,hu
n
tired
ish yUy
Three
Nohin, but
Washington, June
the details.'
the t:U".
United States senators came bad; to
:'

ht

rv.
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AFTER SIX WEEKS OF BAD run.
NtNG THE PITTSBU RGERS
ARE PICKING UP

t

;n
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LJ LJ

Nemo Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
VVun?1erhose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks,
Toilet .Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick
s

l

-

Pat-fern-

and Publications, all Threads and all

-

OUGHQUT. TEE'; STORJS
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-

1 v

EXCEPT

Pittsburgh, June 39. The Pirates,
after going through the .first six
weefcs of the mason at a pace which
wag enough to discourage their followers, have begun to show signs of
Hie and animation, and for the
pas'j
lew days have ueen playing a nearer
approach to the kind of ball of which
the fans all along f&yught- them capable. They hail fallmi
low, how- ever, before they buckled down to
real business that they have ndt risen
very rapidly in the standing, although
at present they are unj ; fcr k

LJ

Zf
LJ

'
.

Dr

5S5.s

Nemo Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
Wunderhose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks,

Siik Dresses and Trimmed Millinery

Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Patterns and Publications, all Threads and all

ONE HALF OFF
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Laa VaLGftdin5tore

For Cash Only
'

.
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All Women's Wool Suits, Wool Coats, Wool

Shoe.5

ghjn(j

'7i- "the leaders.
The men vno had slumped in hitting U8",e been gradually recovering
tbfe'ir hatting eyes and the attack of
the team is more fierce than It was a
month ago, when almost any old kind
nf nitchinsr could beat the Buccan
eers. The pitchers are also doing
In part
much better work, owing.
to the fact that they have been aided
by better catching.
Adams has been Belting a fast pace.
Against the Chicauo Cubs he pitched
one of the finest Karnes ever seen at
Forbes Field, blanking his foes with
out. any trouble. On that occasion the
Missouri boy showed control upon
which no one could have Improved.
Evidence of this fact is to be found
In the statement that he put the frst
Tall over the plate to every one of the
first nineteen men who faced him,
Mid on twelve of these nineteen he
put two straight strikes over right off

19, 1913.

Fo it Gash Only

Mi'

South SidoPlaja

1862

l"ll.",SBHKfff1IgaB!fii!

under the strain of continued labor. wished to send a telegram or tele- tiff in error against defendants in ergraph message, were invariably con- ror to recover the penalty of a bond
Fred has been using both of them.
nected with the Western Union. This executed by them to the plaintiff to
Clarke May Return to Field
resulted in the loss ot many messages secure the fidelity of Le.VIar McNeil
of
some
It is not Impossible that
for the Postal and the Postal filed a as employee of tne plaintiff. Judgment
CI
these days we "will find the outfield
before the public service of the court below affirmed dismisscomplaint
changed, with Max Carey switched commissions of several
statesj which ing the suit against plaintiffs in erover to the center pasture, and Clarke In
''
issued ah order ror.
each instance
V
cavorting In left as in the days of old.
.
SYLLABI
abolishing the use or tne word "Telev
That would give Pittsburgh a great
1. Proof that "demand was made
as a call word for the Western
gram"
outer defense, with Chief Wilson in
Union, and giving said company as a by mail" implies a prepayment of
Gibson's Return Will Help
right.
call word in lieu thereof the call postage and a deposit of the demand
Wilson, by the way, has been clout- words "Western
Gibson Is now ready to resume work
Union,'" and also in a United States
pos'tof f ice, but
that the letter was properly address-- ,
behind the bat and his return means ing some of late, after undergoing one giving to the Postal Telegraph-Cabl- e
a lot to the team. Gtfbson's real of the worst batting slumps of his company as its' corresponding call ed to the addressee at the place
worth was never appreciated until he career. In a recent game against Bos- word, the word "Postal," and direct- where he resides or received his mail
Round
tickets will be on sale daily
was hurt.
Then the pitchers were ton he cleared the bases with one of ing that where no telegraph company is not thereby implied, and proof of
was
Ms
the
which
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became a bit nervous and uncertain.
bupiir'Ks, and is showing real class.
part of the contract and must be alClarke tried Kelly behind the bat, Its roster during the past week by re- ing a copy of that order
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patrons hereabouts that the Kearney
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changed the complexion of boy was not putting his whole soul in- to select, his own club, and he named
M. D. Loveless of tre state mounted
Superintendent.
affairs in a twinkling.
to his job and he was not as popular Atlanta, where he would have the
police, stationed at Chama, arrested
A Euhstitute medicine is never for
A Worker Appreciates This
of Rivington BIsland, the
is another Pirate as he
Rube Robinson
at that place Antonio Martinez and the benefit of the buyer.; .Never be Wm. Morris,
Metric Maps for Mathematics.
might have been. This year, company
a resident of Florence,
pitcher who is coming into his own. however, all. that has changed and the two having been very chummy during
Congressman H. li. Fergusson sends Juan Gallegos on the cnarge cr persuaded to buy anything but Foleys Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
the
not
was
and
Tar
The Texas southpaw
enjoy fans are with him to a man.
spring training trip.
Compound for coughs yeaxs my kidneys and bladder
from Washington several internation drunkenness and disorderly conduct, Honey
IncapaClarke thinks very well of Conzle- al metric system maps for use in the and they were taken befjire a justice and colds,- for children or for - grown citated me for all work. About eight
ing the best of health when the sea
Hans Wagner has entirely recoverIs prompt and effective.
It
persons.
son opened, and it reqquired several ed from his injury and is
It comes in a yellow package, with months ago I began using Foley Kidjust as fast man, and is convinced that he will public schools of New Mexico. The of the peace and fined.
Pills, and they have done what
weeks for him to get going at his and dependable as ever. This old boy make a record worthy of recalling him maps are for the purpose of facilitatbeehive on carton. It contains no ney
other medicines failed to do, and novr
best. However, recently he has been never seems to deteriorate in the in the fall.
no
the
Take
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and
opiates.
substitute
ing
for
study
mathematics,
I am feeling fine. I recommend Foley's Honey and Tar" Compound.
O.
are compiled by the United States
No Substitute Could do This
showing great stuff, and appears to least. He Is clouting as well as ever
ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
G. Schaefer and
Red Cross
Drug Red Crosa Drug Store.
No inferior substitute but only the
bureau of standards. Mr. Fergusson
he in tor a fine season.
in his life and is fielding sensationally
Store.
,
also has geological bulletins and genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
Claude Hendrix has not shown in every game. His return has restorrid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Neb., of his
other
in
last
his
much to date, although
government documents, for kidney trouble. He
No person need hesitate to take Foed the confidence of the other infield-er- s
says: "I was
school use that he will furnish upon bothered with
Stings or bites of insects that are ley Kidney Pills on the
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
gam" he was favored by a lot of the
and the Pirate defense is far more
backache, and the pain followed by
ground that
swellings, pain or itching they know not what is In them.
would run up to the back of my head,
application.
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Teachers Examinations This Week.
they did the LINIMENT counteracts the
him to run up a big string of wins, in
poison. It for kidney and bladder ailments and
Santa Fe, N. M., June IS The
Voix Beats Out Butler
Examinations for teachers will be work and I am now entirely rid of is both antiseptic and healing. Price
which respect he led the league.
Irregularities. They do not contain
kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and 25c, 50c and $1.00
Jimmie Viox appears to have cinch- Postal Te'iegraph company has writ- held Friday and Saturday, June 20 Red
per bottle. Sold habit forming drugs. Try them. O.
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21,
base job. Artie Butler
Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Store.
Carlsbad, Roswell,
Cooper', has not been called upon a
corporation commission, which has
Albuquerque and Farmington.
great deal, but he, looks good, and a is ready for duty, hut he has no chance been
replied to and that company
tn break in so long as Viox continues
at the gait he has been traveling re- has been instructed to make a formal New Mounted Policeman Appointed.
CAPITAL PAID IN
and the matter will then
Governor William C. McDonald has
SURPLUS
CARDUI WORKED
cently. He is a terrific hitter, putting complaint,
commission and a appointed R. L. Hicks' of
his whole strength behind his swats, be taken up by the
Quay coun$50,000.00
will be had on the complaint, ty as a member of the mounted
he is also a fine fielder. A sore hearing
police
with representatives of both com- force.
CHARM and
arm has bothered him in his throwing
a bit, hut at that he has been charged panies present:
,
Two Vacancies Filled.
Denver, Co., June 16, 1913.
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A few days ago Fred Clarke broke
Cc"'':i Worked Like a Charm.
mon Luna and tne resignation of
Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M
M. Cunningham. President
into the game for the first time since
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Oil Company Incorporated
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Telegraph company. At about tory agent, is D. A. Macherson ,ad
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I am well, and can do my own work out, and he has many a good game of the time of the
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I don't feel any pains.
ball left in his system, if he cares to
telegraph company by the Bell Tele- the company is capita"!'' for fU.tl'IO
Cardui worked like a charm."
play.
phone company various subsidiary taken by the parties named: D. 'A
Office Wi(h he San Miguel Nafional Bank
;
There must be merit In this pure!?
The fans would like nothing better telephone companies throughout the Macpherson.
$1,000; M. L. Fpx,
vegetable, tonic remedy, for worn en
than to see the old war horse in har- United States gave to tne Western
W. II. Andrews, $1 00; John,.!.
r r It hr.s been in successful
ness as a regular again. And the opin- Union as a call the word ''Telegram," Cole, $:,o.
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Vice President
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1
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plaintiff,
troubles.
f"f
t
your
worry. Boone appears to of whether he wished to send a mes- McNeil, et al., defendant i in error.
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' a. tt AivlsorvI Dept.Jo? Chutt considerable
be a trifle light in hia hitting against sage by the Postal or not. Further, Appeal from district court, Santa Fe
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INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
pitchers, and llofman does it developed that persons inquiring county.
not st em able to stand up any longer for a telegraph office or stating they
This action was brought by Plain
little later Fred may decide to use
him regularly. Marty O'Toole has
been allowed to take things very easy
riince the team returned from the
east. He was going badly and Manager Clarke decided that It was largely due to the fact that Gibson was not
catching him, so he decided to use
Marty only sparingly until the big
Canuck got back in the game.
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WELCOME AMERICAN ENGINEERS

its.

FRISCO

IS

FAIR

SURE TO DE
READY
AND EXHIBITS
TO
'BUILDINGS
OPEN EXACTLY ACCORDINv

,TO SCHEDULf
San Francisco, June 18.- - The .PanamaInternational Exposition
will open on time! More than one
year ago this promise was made.
its realization is certain.
When the great gates swing wide
February 20,t 1915, the grounds will be
in order, the vast buildings completed,
the exhibits installed, the amusement
features- in nneraHnn , ovonr, rtpfall nf
tne coiossai enterprise perreetea., mis
is not only a conviction of the present; It will be the pride of the future.
Five of the largest 'and most important of the' thirteen exhibit paiacs
are now under construction; Machinery hall, the largest wooden building
in the world, and the palaces devoted
to education, food products, agriculture and liberal arts.
The constructive work incident to
the planning of the exposition may be
said to be finished. The design of
the administration tower, or colossal
tower gate, the dominating feature of
the architectural scheme, is selected
and approved. Artistic conception for
courts, groups of statuary, fountains,
columns, arches, and ornamental
hnvo been evolvjd by the
wcrld's n'ssters, all of V'oh hav
commissioned and many modelled.
The color scheme by the famous
painter Jules. Guerin Is fully wrought
cut. The engineerne: mechanism am!
marvellous effects of the Illumination
All the remain-l.iare already pre:m-eexhibit palaces iiae been
and wll be under construction b
time-limi- t
contracts before the end of
More
ttiau one hundred and
July.
sixteen congresses and conventions
'
have been secured. The Service
Building on the grounds is completed
and occupied. - In this, and in the
large office building in the city, the
drilled and classified forces of the executive divisions are at work. The
whole great plan moves forward rapidly, surc'y, orderly, to the certain
fulfillment of its beneficient purpose,
an exposition unrivalled in the his-- !
isiy of the world.
; International
The Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition will open on timef
That i! exf.cfltlon will be ini
in ei:..'tcter Is also aswitd
OCicial ,iC''epta?HPs of the inviUti-j'- i
of the United Stales to participate
have been received from twenty-sevenations. From the Orient will come
China and Japan. From the South
American continent; Bolivia, Iuca-dor- ,
Peru, Uruguay, Argentine Repub
From Furope,
lie, Chili and Brazil.
France, Holland, Portugal, Sweden,
Spain, and Denmark will send exhib
-Pacific

'

d.

'

?"iin-tirn-

n

POWDER)

sggf

Cuba, Costa Rica, Canada, Dominican Republic, ' Guatemala, Haiti,
Honduras, Liberia, Mexico, Nicaragua,
'
Panama, Salvador, will be represented by the order and appropriation of
their respective governments.
Two great European commercial nations have not yet sent their official
acceptances owing to considerations
of space. But it is confidently anticipated that every commercial nation of
the world whose trade will be affected by the opening of the Panama
Canal will appreciate the oportunity
offered and officially exhibit its resources. In addition to this, ..private
exhibitors will come, from all parts of
the civilized globe; The largest ap-propriation so far made by a foreign
country is $600,000 by Japan.
The states and territories of the
United, States, have responded prompt-z?ly- ;
and generously, and there is no
doubt that every: one. will- be repre'
have made
sented. Already thirty-fiv- e
appropriations Jandv selected sites as
'. ,
'.
follows: 7
Arizona, ; Colorado, Hawaii, Idah6,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, .Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey,
New Mexico,, New York, North Dako
ta, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,. Pennsylvania, the Philippines, Porto Rico,
Wisconsin. The largest appropriation
made by any. state, is $700,000 by the
state of New York. Appropriations
by seventeen states aggregate $2,600,-00Large displays will also be made
independently by commercial bodies
from 'many of
and large
.'.
cities. ,
',
Applications for exhibit space are
overwhelming, and it would be impossible at this date to allot available
area Many of these exhibits will be
costly, Involving an expenditure of
from' $250,000 to $300,000,,
Applications for amusement concessions have been deceived from all
parts of the world, and the management Is confronted only with the important task of selecting the most
moral and entertaining. So far more
than six thousand applications have
been received. Only seventy-fivhave
been granted, but these involve an expenditure, of $3r.0,000. The total estimated outlay on concession is placed
at twelve millions, and it is computed
that seven thousand persons will be
acre tract
employed in the sixty-fivdevoted to amusements. '
Based upon a review of all departments, and by comparison with other
world's fairs of lesser magnitude, the
comptroller of the Panama-Pacifi- c
International
Exposition estimates
that its initial cost will exceed eighty
millions of dollars, exclusive of the
intrinsic wealth represented in the

TTT

10 YEARS
YOUHGER
Since Lydia E, Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound Restored Her Health.
Louisville, Ky. " I take great
in writing to inform yon of wht.'.
Lydia E. Pinkham 3

1

Vegetable

for

than before I started
taking your medicine. I will advise
any woman to consult with you before
Coing to a doctor.
Ikce Willis, 2229 Bank St., Louisville, Ky.
"-I-

Eomayor, Texas. "I suffered terribly with a displacement and bladder
trouble, I was in misery all the tima
and could not wfilk any distance. I
thought I never could bo cured, but my
's
mother advised me to try Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound and I did.
" I am cured of the displacement and
the bladder trouble is relieved. I think
the Compound is the finest medicine on
Mrs.
earth for suffering women. "
Viola Jasfek, Romayor, Texas.
Pink-ham-

If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and! answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.
be continued until July 1. The decorations of the big .exhibition half
were so tasteful and gorgeous as to
evoke exclamations of surprise and
admiration from all the visitors. The.
main feature consisted of thousands
and thousands of red roses clustering on gilded trellis work. The cost
of the decorations exceeded $50,01)0.

e

The show this year is of a more
character than
ever before. No fewer than 15 countries are represented. Both the United States and, Canada are well represented. Judge Moore, always the
strongest American 'competitor, has
a greater string than usual. Other
American exhibitors include E. T
Stotesbury, Edward B. McLean, Alfred G. Vanderbllt and J. Sumner
Draper. The most prominent of tne
Canadian competitors ar the Siftons
and the Hon. Adam Beck. Miss Mona
Canadian girl
iDunn, the
who has attracted attention at previous exhibitionsis on hand as usual.
The most coveted trophy of the
show is the King Edward VII cup
for Jumping, open to international officers in teams of three. The French
have won it twice, and if they succeed this .year It will be their absolute property.

truly international

e

-

'

GREATEST HORSE SHOW OPENS
London, June 19. Under royal patronage, and with a list of prizes and
an array of entries never equaled at
any previous exhibition of its kind
given in London, the seventh international horse show was opened at
the Olympia this afternoon and will

--
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Another Sufferer Ilclieved.
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nothing but

Now I can
sleep.
go ahead with my

the-state-

exhibits.

Com-

pound has done for
me.
I was weak,
nervous, and cared
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BAKING

Mammy now uses Calumet Baking: Pow'der instead of sour milk and
kind, because it is more convenient
soda, or the cheap and big-ca-n
because she knows from experience that the baking will be lighter,
it will keep fresh longer.
daintier and more uniformly raised-th- at
Calumet is certain of good resultsit is purer and more wholesome
kind, and more economical in the ,end.
than the cheap
Give Calumet one trial. If it' fails to give you absolute satisfaction
'
you dont get Calumet you don't
return it and get your: money back.
the
,
best;
get
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
big-ca- n

If

,

World's Para Food Exposition, Chicago, III.

I
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Paris Exposition. France, March, 1912
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Hamburg, June 19. a cordial welcome awaits
the members of tne
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, who are due to arrive here
tomorrow to hold their annual meet
ing at Leipzig and later to make a
tour of industrial Germany as guests
of the German Association of Engi
neers. The visitors will be received
in Hamburg by the municipal authorities and will be given an. opportunity
to inspect the Elbe tunnel and the
great shipyards of this vicinity. On
Sunday the party will depart for
Leipzig, where the sessions of the so
ciety's annual meeting will be held
in the municipal hall on Monday and
Tuesday. The sessions will bo In
terspersed with features of social entertainment. On Wednesday the vis
itors will begin a fortnight's tour of
Germany, including especially an Inspection of the Rhenish and
industrial aistricts and visits
to Dresden,
Dusseldorf,
Cologne,
Frankfort and Munich.
.

lt

SET EXAMPLE

RUSSIAN JOAN OF ARC

Dmitri Pretzoff had been notified
that he must serve in the czar's army.
This news came like a thunderbolt
to his mother, Anna Pretzoff, who is
my distant kinswoman and who has
cared for me ever since the awful
night at Priblov ten years ago, when
my parents were both killed.
It seemed as if Dmitri could not be
spared, for his mother's little holding
had to be cared for; and Anna Pretzoff and myself could never do all the
work, though I was twenty years old
and strong for a girl
The day came when Dmitri was to
go; but like a stroke out of a cleaf
sky, a strange sickness fell upon him
that very morning as he started on
his way to Svelk, where the recruiting officer was stationed.
Dmitri was very sick, so sick that
he seemed near death. Of course he
could not go to Svelk that day, but
that only
put off his going a little
'

SUBJECTS'
DIG-I-

of

road by the carriage house. Suppose
this time you follow the wagon road
through the field at Cielo ranch, on
to Fairview house and then down
the sharp ridge that bring3 you direct
to the high bridge over Alpine gulch
at the site of the Lodge, whence a
little, known trail leads over the divide to Porvenir fork, emerging only
a little way below the Y. M. C- A.
camp ground. Scenic beauties crowd
upon the view at every step.
"Do you know where 'Jack's cabin'
is at the forks of the stream above
Falls canyon? Many years ago a
fellow lived there alone who called
himself 'Jack the Guide,' but it Is
said he knew less about the country
thereabout than some of the people
It is a
whom he offered to guide.
little
especially
glade,
picturesque
when viewed from the heights above
"
and there are lots of raspberries
around there sometimes. The
creek is called Hollinger's and
the right hand Beaver fork. It is a
day's journey crowded with interest
to follow up the Hol'iinger through its
many windings between rocky walls
and sloping banks and miniature
parks cntil you come to the meadows where Mart Hollinger's cabins
still are standing, although built more
than thirty years ago. This is a favorite deer pasture and if you come
along quietly it is quite likely you'll
see one or more of these graceful,
timid creatures of the forest. There
is a succession of little grassy openings here through whfeh t.be stream
flows quietly after emerging from
the very rough canyon leading to its
source at Elk mountain. To follow
that further is work for a fisherman
who forgets exertion in the excite
ment of sport. Suppose we go back
to the cabin and make up our minds
whether to take the new, torest trail
up to Harvey's or to climb the ridge
to the north by the trail leading to
the Sape'ilo."
left-han- d

IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
Use Allen's Footease, the
powder to be phaken into tha

shoes. It instantly takes the sting
out of corns, Itching feet, ingrowing
nails, and bunions. It Is the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Allen'Foot-Easmakes tight or new shoes
feel easy. Ladles can wear shoes
one size snia'der after using. It is a
certain relief for sweating, callous
and swollen, tender, aching feet. Try
it today. Sold everywhere, 25c. Tria
package FREE. Address Allen S.
Olmsted. Leroy, N. Y.
e

WHOOPING COUGH
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy' every since I have beetkeeping house and I consider It one
ever
of the best medicines I have
used. My children have all used it
and it' works' like a charm for colds
and whoopln? cough. In fact, I can
Bider it feood for tiny kind of a throat
or lung trcuWe. and do not think anv
household complete without it," writes
You
I j. C. Haines, of Marbury, Aia.
will look a good while before you find
a better preparation than Chamber-lpiii'Cough. Remedy for colds one!
whooping cough in children. It
For sale by all dealers Adv.
''tit tfl
tains no narcotic and is t
s

should,
ing, shoulde to shoulder between two
stalwart peasant soldiers, who took
my presence as a matter of course.
Ou the third day my name was
sailed as we stopped for dinner beside
a little stream.
"Dmitri Pretzoff, a letter." I had
almost forgotten my new name.
The letter had been written by kinswoman, and said that I must come
home at once, for Dmitri was dead.
Dead!
Dmitri, my old playmate;
the man I was going to marry sometime! I had not thought that Dmitri
would die.
The old scenes and the familiar
faces that had faded so quickly from
my careless mind, that the strange
events of the last three days had
seemed to obliterate, came back, and
I was homesick with a dull, physical
pain. After all, I was only a woman,
and Dmitri had been more to me than
I had been conscious of. I must go
home and care for his mother.
That night I got a permit to visit
the commanding officer's tent.
He
was alone and I told my errand
,

.

briefly.

"I am a girl," I said, "I took the

place of Dmitri Pretzoff, who was
too sick to come now- he is dead.
May I go back and take care of his

mother?"
The officer was astonished, then
nonplussed, and above all he was displeased to think that such a trick had
been played.
"Did you do this for love of country?" he questioned.
"No," I answered, "I went to seek
adventure," then I hung my head, for
the part that I was playing did not
seem so heroic as it had at home;
all of a sudden I saw that I was
really an Impostor.
But1 I was a woman,
very tired,
almost sick, and the officer had com
passion on me, for he wrote a pass
and gave me money enough to get
back home on.
And some way the papers got hold
of the story and dilated on it as papers will, and it went all over the
world that I was a second "Joan oi
Are," when I was only a foolish and
ignorant girl.
I started home, still In my uniform,
with my knapsack strapped across my
shoulders and the precious pass signed
by the commanding officer, in my

iiIiijL

Spring Plowing by
Chinese Emperor and,HI Court

Ceremony

Had

By BESSIE R. HOOVER.

TO

11

Deep Meaning

BILL OCCUfi

Now that China has become a republic, and the old order of things is
changing so rapidly, will any one
make it his business to attend to the
important ceremony of the early
spring plowing, which from, time immemorial has been performed by the
YALE IS THE FAVORITE
OVER
Chinese emperors in the sacred field
HARVARD FOR FIRST TIME
near ; eking?
IN SEVEN YEARS.
This curious ceremony was observed for the purpose of Impressing upon
the Chinese people the Importance of
New London, Conn., June 19. Th

TOMORROW

tilling the earth and sticking to the
farm. The emperor, accompanied by
his retinue, was accustomed to proceed in great state to the sacred field.
At each of the four corners of the field
stood a pavilion, where the seeds of
wheat and other cereals were kept. In
the middle of the field numbers of
magnificently attired courtiers held
aloft
flags, while thousands of farmers looked on, each holding some agricultural implement in his
many-colore-

d

hand.

Placing his left hand on the plow,
and
holding a whip in his right hand,
longer,
Then a quick renolve came to me, the emperor began the ceremony. By
SEE OUR OWN SCENERY
and with It a daring plan, that though prearrangement, the officers did their
'
FIRST.
was only a peasant girl, I formed in allotted share, some wielding hoes,
and others scattering seeds out of bas'
a moment's time.
Fired with an unreasoning zeal of kets, as if sowing them, while the emJack the Guide.
adventure, I slipped up to the loft peror was busy with the plow, which
How fast are the old characters where Dmitri's best clothes lay ready was hitched to a richly caparisoned
of the west disappearing
How fast for him on a cot. I hastily put them bullock, draped in yellow, and led by
are the old timers of our own com- on, and they were a good fit, for I two of the emperor's bodyguard.
When the emperor finished his stint
munity taking the "trail that leads A'as about his height, and large and at the plow, the royal princes went
I
Then
a
for
quickly
upward toward the Great Divide." strong my hairgirl.
in the fashion of the through a similar performance, and
It is doubtful if many of us have ever clipped
after them nine of the highest courtpeasant men, and went down stairs.
a turn. Thus the ceremony
heard of "Jack the Guide" before.
Calling Anna Pretzoff into the kitch-Bn- , iers took
Yet he lived up in the canyon and
I told her of my determination to was completed, and the royal plowhis cabin still stands. Onr friend, take Dmitri's place, march away with man and his train returned to the palthe Old Timer, however, knows about the troops, and when there was no ace.
Now that so many other ceremonies
longer any fear of them .coming back
him. Let's let him talk:
been done away with, the world
have
for
would
and
I
all
explain
"Yesterday I left the reader up at comeDmitri,
wonders whether there will be
mildly
home.
Youth's
Harvey's. Back to camp there are
plowing.
spring
At the recruiting station all went another
four ways to ge beside the familiar as it
and I was soon march- Companion.

con-take-

You don't save money when tou buy cheap or ligKan baling ponder, Don 't be mislead. Dun Calumet. J&
results.
Calumet is far superior lo
r
It's more economicalwore wholesome rv'wj
and soda.

n

West-phalia-
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SOLDIERS WHO CHEW CORDITE
Explosive Has a Pleasant Taste and
a Slightly Exhilarating Effect
on the System.
One of the troubles of most European armies is that those soldiers who
can get hold of it insist on using that
terrible explosive, cordite, as if it
were a sort of chewing gum.
Its popularity is due to the fact that
when chewed In small quantities it
has a stimulating and exhilarating
effect, like small doses of alcohol.
Its taste, too, is sweet, cordite being
three-fifth- s
an explosive which is sugary to the taste.
When chewed in large quantities
cordite becomes more powerful in Its
effects, bringing on a blissful state of
ecstasy, and sometimes making the
victim of the habit see visions. But
the real danger of the habit lies in
e
the fact that, though
will only explode when given a very
hard blow or touched by an electric
spark, there is always a possibility
that the grinding of exceptionally
hard teeth might provide the necessary hard blow. Within the last few
years, at least three soldiers two
Germans and one Austrian have been
blown to bits, the use of cordite as
a chewing gum being the suspected
nltro-glycerin-

nitro-glycerin-

cause.

The habit was not unknown in our
own army some years ago, till the mil-

itary authorities took steps to stop it.
Pearson's Weekly.

annual varsity race between the crewg
of Yale and Harvard will take place
on the Thames River course here tomorrow. The big event will be preceded as usual by the varsity
four-oare-

four-oare-

Subscribe

for

The Optic.

d

e

Yale-Harva-

Yale-Harvar- d

Famous Echoes.
There are many places where remarkable echoes occur. On the banks
of the Rhine at Lurley, if the weather
be favorable, the report of a rifle or
the sound of a trumpet will be repeated at different periods and with
various degrees of strength from crag
to crag on opposite sides of the river
alternately.
A similar effect is heard near a
loch in Scotland. There is a place in
Gloucestershire, England, which is
said to echo a Bound fifty times. Near
Glasgow there is a spot where, if a
person plays a bar of music upon a
bugle the notes will be repeated by
an echo, but a third lower. Three
echoes will be heard in all, each lower
than the preceding one.
pocket.'
The whispering galleries of St.
Leaving the train at the little station at Svelk, I tramped disconsolate Paul's, of the Cathedral church of
ly through the fields towards my kins- Gloucester and the Observatory of
Paris owe their curious effects to the
woman's holding.
Maternal Instinct Greatly Developed hf
A peasant was working in the field, same laws of reflection of sound.
Teaching Children to Love their Dull.
a strong young fellow, I could tell
The little child's dull is mother to tha
mattock
his
strokes
of
by the lusty
Pawned His Watch to Eat.
most romantic fairy. Anil in the yfais
It must he" Jan Covens, I thought
A
man entered the that puss, the doll
fortes into the ptta!n
rosp, to evolve the most wonhelping hecause of Dmitri's death.
pledge department of the municipal of a June
of all transformations.
"Ho, Jan," I called, glad to speak loan agency of the board of public drous
And now comiH a more serious period
to one of my own people again.
welfare at Kansas City. In one hand
But it was not Jan that turned he held a pair of false teeth, in the
toward me at the sound of my voice- -it other was his gold watch.
was Dmitri. Then I supposed thai
"How much on the watch?" he
I must be delirious from overstrain, asked.
and that the man I saw before me
Ralph Perry, who conducts the dewas only a phantom.
partment, assured him that $3 would
But no, it was Dmitri, who welcomed about cover it.
l' r, 1,'
me back as one from the dead; for
n
u
"Well, I guess that will fix them,"
mn 0 (
ol r
his mother had never told him of my he said, and placed the false teeth in
as lml "iort can
w
nu
Tills is mrt!Mthlt it
taking his place, but had led him tc a pocket of hi3 coat. Then he exlaiow-us Hoili' r
believe that I had wandered away, nc plained, "My teeth are broken and in rems'fiv
Hi n s
t mill is
Iv
one knew where.
ti t!
order for me to eat anything solid nttiif
r I
rt
n ru m is
Not till long after Dmitri and I were they must be fixed. I don't need a
(It
i
HUH
did
m
Anna
tell
Pretzoff
t
married,
watch, anyhow, until I can enjoy my tisiwa or muromi;
or fctnnn
of
the whole truth about the strongs meals." Kansas City Times.
'1 nc nerve,
will
too.
sickness of her son. When the day
f
i
t
!
had come for him to Join the army she
House for $!5,000.
n ,
r
jl
a
him
with
tea
made
from
drugged
i
Among the London properties sub- i
y
poisonous herb. He drank this liquid mitted for auction recently was the t
t
ll
during the morning meal, and shortly
"smallest house in London."
'!
after became insensible. Later else This is in Hyde Park
i
place ami was;
nsst "i ' dt
bad written that ho was dead, think- described at the
s
N
sale as living up to
ing that the news would bring mi its title ,113 It only consisted of one ti. " up t f
1 o
home.
room. That solitary room Is, however, a j 'in
Pub.
Co.)
by
Dally
Story
(Copyright
of some value, sines the prepertf was t
r
After fortune has smiled on a mia eventually bought in ir dure than tti
r t
i
he can afford to langh and grow ftt, $43,000. London Globe.
4
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race and the freshman eight-oare- i
race. The
race will be row
ed upstream at 9:15 oelock in the
morning, over the lower two miles of
the course. Aa soon as possible after
the finish of that race the freshmen
eights will row upstream over the upper two miles of the course. The bis
race of the day will be started r.t
about 3:30 o'clock in the afternoon at
the Harvard quarters and will be rowed over the four-milcourse downstream, finishing at the railroad
bridge.
In anticipation of the big regatta
New London today Is wearing its holiday garb which it dons but once a
year. The advance guard of visitors
has already put In an appearance. But
the main army of the enthusiasts will
not arrive until early tomorrow morning, when they will pour into town by
train, by boat and by automobile,
from Boston, New York, New Haven
and many other points.
It Is one of the traditions of
rowing that the crew which
shows the better form two weeks before the race will win. Baring thetf
Judgment largely on this tradition, the
majority of the critics predict a victory for the Blues in the big race tomorrow. The Yale crew has made a
distinctly better showing in its practice work. This Is the first season
since Harvard's winning streak began
in '1906 that Yale has been the favorite. But the fact that the Crimson
crew has come to the Thames this
year with a record of defeat hy both
Princeton and Cornell earlier in tha
season has served to almost entirpty
reverse the conditions that have
on the eve of the
races of late years.
If Yale does not win tomorrow it,
will be one of tho most remarkable
achievements In rowing1 history. After a season of defeats and a thoroughly demoralized condition in Yale's
rowing system, to adopt a new and
radically different stroke and produce
a winning crew the very first year
would seem to be an absolute Impossibility. The difference between the
English stroke which Yale is rowing
this year and the Americanized English stroke such as been taught by
nearly all of the professional coaches
Is very marked. But it is believed
that any disadvantages resulting from
the change of stroke will be more than
offset by the facts that the Yale crew-ilargely composed of veteran End
that their opponents seemingly are tho
weakest, crew that Harvard has s?nt to
New London in years.
The fastest time ever made on the
Thames was by the Yale crew lti ,
1SSS, which covered the four miles la
20 minutes and 10 seconds. The fastest Harvard crew was that nf 3 73,
which rowed the four miles in 20 minseconds. The slowest
utes and 44
time by a winning crew was that of
Harvard in ISSo, which paddled over
the course against a hed wind in 1'
minutes and 13
seconds.

til
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Hams Dairy Always' Is Open' for
t
Inspection By Las Veas People

1879

t.

Published By
CO.

THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated.)

EDITOR

W. M. PADGETT

The percentage of acidity was 9.4, also a satisfactory showing for milk which had
the cream removed and showing that
the dairy is being operated with a regard for entire cleanliness. A sample
of the Haris Dairy cream which came
from the dairy in its original container was found to be pure and to contain the very satisfactory percentage
of 33 per cent, butter fat. A sample
of cream that had ben eremoved from
its original container and the cork of
which bottle had been thrown into an
ash-biar afterwards replaced in the
bottle, was analyzed, and in this there
Very truly yours,
was found a trace of Formaldehyde, a
HARRIS DAIRY.
substance. The chemist
By A. H. Harris. poisonous
June 9, 1913. could not, however, say that this Formaldehyde had not resulted from some
extraneous influence, such as the conHarris Brothers,
N".
M.
tamination of the cork, and as the othLas Vegr.3,
er samples were pure it was no satisGentlemen:
The State of New Mexico, a fav factory proof that Formaldehyde had
weeks ago, secured a chemical analy- been used by the dairymen. The use
'
sis. of samples of milk and cream from of Formaldehyde or any kind of pre,
infor-Juryall the La j Vegas dair'es. Thi3
servative in milk is in violation of the
Two samples of cream and one laws of New Mexico and dairymen are
sample of milk from the Harris Dairy required to be certain that the milk
were analyzed but the only sample of furnished is pure, even though they
ml!k obtained was skimmed milk. may buy supplies of milk and cream
This was found to be pure and the (from others. Analysis of milk and
percentage of butter fat was 1.8, a sat- cream will doubtless be made again
isfactory showing for skimmed milk. by the State and of course, if any vioThe- - intention had been to secure lations of the law can be proven, prosmilk as it'came from the dairy but it. ecution willfollow.
'
was found that the bottle had been
Yours truly
"
;
CHAS. W. G. WARD.
partly emptied and, therefore, the

At, the preseut time we are very
Entered at the postoffice at East
and have no time to write a long
Imsy
Lais Vegas, fis- - Mexico, lor transletter describing in detail everything
mission through the United States about 'our
dairy but wish to say that
toal's as second class matter.
we are af, "all times pleased to have all
of, "jur customers come and visit, our
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
dairy and learn for themselves how
the milk is handled and from what
Daily, by Carrier
05
far Copy
hind of cows they are receiving dairy
.15
.
One. Week
products.
65
Month
One
We also at this writing wish to in7.5C
One Year
form the public that we will give a
Daily, by Mall
larere cash reward to any person who
$6.00 can urnish
One Year
definite, absolute proof
3.00
Six Months
that Formaydehydo or any poisonous
diug was found in any milk or cream
delivered by us, with witnesses showWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ing that such milk and cream had not
GROWER
been
tampered with before being ex52.00
One Year
amined, and that the examination was
Six Months
made by an authorized chemist ap
pointed by the state.
tCash in Advance for Mall SubscripAt this time we would like to ask
tions.)
the citizens of the City of Las Vegas
Eemlt by draft, check or money or. why It 13 that an
city such
iJer. If sent otherwise we will not as we have, does not
provide a milk
be responsible for loss.
ordinance for. the purpose of govern
Specimen eopies free on
ing the sale of milk and cream so as
to protect the people in getting pure
dairy products. We are in favor of the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
11-0-

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper la northern New
Mexico.

,

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Officiad HeoJth Certificate
Owner, A. II.' Ha.ryis.

Consignee

Address, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Origin, New Mexico and Colorado.
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Kind of TUKKliCULlN

-

14, 1913.

June

j

Used. Gor.
5

Temperature before Time of
injection.
injeo
L

:

L

Sex

No

8
6
7
8
7

state must 7.01
31.1
cent, treas- 00.5
strain upon qq.32
00.17

,

7

'

7

8
7

HoIstefn-.Terse-

y

Jersey
Jersey
Jersey
Hereford
Jersey
Jersey
Jersey

7

6
0

6
7
5
6

Galloway
Jersey-D'rh'-

7
9
7
6
6
7

39.1

Description

Female Hereford
Hereford
Galloway
"
Jersey
". Hereford
"
Jersey
"
Holstein

7

ury bills, what must be the
private credit?
The anxious condition of Germany, (59.x
in spite of its splendid growth in in- 00.16,
34.1
rlustry and commerce, is the inevitable 00.15
result of extravagance and overth 00.6
rowing. The empire, unable to cajole 30.1
00.22
the states into paying the quotas it de- 37.f
manded, has rolled up a debt of 98.x
$1,500,000,000 in forty years. Now the 00.13
imperial will is bent upon fresh war 00.18
expenditure, fresh tax exactions and 00.23
the withdrawal of more men from in- 39.1
4.1
dustry to feed the madness of militar- 00.1
'

FINDS

ANOTHER

Electrically' '
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r

r
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IRON IN COOL COMFORT
AN ELECTRIC IRON will save your temper during
the coming hot months. You can iron where coolest
and most convenient by attaching the plug to the nearest Electric Light socket. ' Using the Electric Iron, it is
not necessary to maintain a hot fire or to tramp back
and forth to change your irons. One iron does all the
work it heats quickly and stays hot as long as desired.
Electricity heats the face of the iron only it decs not
heat the handle or you.

D

-

Las Vegas Light &. Power Co.

.

r

MATE

NewxYork, June 19. The engage
ment of Mrs. Upton Sinclair to Hugh
Bert Halliweli of Ploughskeepie was
announced laBt night to members of
the artist colony in Woodstock,, Ulster
county, where the betrothed couple is

FULLY EQU1PPF0

51,050

AT YOUR DOOR

....

stayhfg.

made,
Mrs. Sinclair and Halliweli met
while both were patients at the Sahler

g

'

"

Temperature after Injection.

RKMARKS

Galloway

Durman
Jersey
Jersey
Holstein
Jersey
Jersey

8

pm.
102.O

101.6
101.2
102.0
101.6
101.4
101.8
101.9
102.0
102.0
101.6
101.0
102.0
101.3
101.6
101.8
101.6
101.0
102.0
101
101.6
101.2
101.6
101.8

5

pm.

102.6
102.0
101.9
103.0
103.2
101.0
102.3
102.0
101.9
101.9
102.6
101.6
101.8
102.7
102.0
102.8
101.8
101.8
102.6
102.0
101.6
101.8
102.8
102.0
102.0
102.9
102.0
102.1
102.0
102.2
103.6
103.4
103.2
103.8
102.4
102.9
101.6
102.8
101.8
102.8
103.4

8

p.m.

101.2
101.2
101.2
103.0
102.0
101.2
101.2
101.S
102.1
102.0
101.8
101.4
101.8
101.4
101.4
102.0
101.0
101.2
101.3
101.4
101. 0
101.8
101.8
101.2
101.3
102.0
101.2
101.2
101.2
101.4
103.4
101.8
101.1
102.8
103.0
102.2
101.7
102.0
101.0
101.4
102.0

P.M.
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

j

j

6

a.m.

8

a. m.

2cc 101.0 102.0
2ce 100.8 101.2
2cc 100.6 101.0
2cc 104.2 104.0
2cc 101.6 100.6
2cc 101.2 101.0
2cc 101.2 101.2
2cc 100.8 101.2
2cc 101.2 10UO
2cc 101.2 101.0
2cc 101.6 101.0
2cc 101.8 101.0
2ce 101.0 101.4
2cc 101.4 101.5
2cc 101.0 101.0
2cc 101.4 101.6
2cc 100.7 100.8
2cc 101.2,1010
2cc 101.8' 102.4
2cc 101.0 101.4
2cc 101.0 100.6
2cc 101.4 101.3
2cc 101.2 101.2
2cc 101.2 101.4
2cc 101.1 101.0
2cc 100.9 101.0,
2cc 101.0 101.4
2cc 101.3 1,01.0
2cc 101.0 101.6
2cc 101.4 101,2
2cc 101.2 101.4
2ec 101.4 101.4
2cc 101.4 101.0
2cc 101.8 101.5
2cc 100.8 100.9
2cc 101.9 101.9
2cc 101.2 101.4
2cc 101.2 101.4
2rc 100.8 101.8
2cc 10O.8 101.0
2cc 101.4 101.4

10

a. m.J

13

m.

2

103.6
102.0
101.6
103.2
102.0
101.6
101.6
101.0
101.6
101.6
101.6
100.8
101.6
102.0
101.2
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.0
102.0
101.0
1013 101.6
1020 101.8

103.0
102.0
101.0
103.4
101.6
101.3
101.8
101.2
101.0
101.2
101.9
101.2
101.5
101.8
101.8
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.3
101.4
101.4
100 8

p.

m,

102.2
101.8
100-- 8

103.2
101.8
101.4
101.6
101,0
101.0
101.0
101.6
101.4
101.4
101.2
101.4
101.8
101.3
101.0

102.0

101.8
101.0
101.8
101.0
101.4
101.9
1018 101.8, 101.2
102 3 101.8 101.0
101.4 101.2 101.0
1016 101.2 102.0
1012 101 .8 101.6
101.8 102.8 102.4
102 2 101.5 102.4
101 6 101.6 101.5
102 4 102.4, 102.0
101 6 101.8, 101.9
101 .8 .102.4
102.0
102.0 101.8 101.2
101.6 iiot:o- 101.6
101 8" 101.2 101.6
101.fi 102.0 101.8
1020 101.6 101.2

,

1-

-

wt. 900

2-

-

wt;

950

900,
wt, 950
wt. 950
- wt.
900

.3-w- t.
4-

-

5-

-

67-

-

wt

8-

-

wt. 950,,

900 'i

wt,. 900
10-w- t
950
'il-w- t.
950
12- - wt.
900
13- - wt.
800
14- - wt.
800
15- - wt. 950
16- - wt. 900
17- - wt.
950
18- - wt. 900
19- - wt.
800
20- - wt.
950
21- - wt. 850
22- - wt.
900
23- - wt,
850
24- - wt.
950
25- - wt.
900
26- - wt. 850
27- - wt. 800
28- - wt.
900
29- - wt.
900
30- - wt. 950
31 - wt.' 600
32- - wt. 800
33- - wt. 900
34- - wt. 950
35- - wt.
900
36- - wt. 900
37- - wt. 950
38- - wt. 800
39- - wt.
950
40-w- t,
850
t.
950
9-

-

;

fi,
Except in Wall Street, which chang- 00.7
7
Jersey-Holst'.1012
es facial expression by cable com 42.1
00.19
102.3
Hereford
mand, the United States is prosperous 00.3
7'
101.6
Jersey
9:00
5
enough, especially In its huge farming 56.1
101.6
Jersey
9:00
11.
x
6
we
as
as
But
need
much
the
Durham
102.0
industry.
9:00
Jersey-D'rh'102.2
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Mrs. John Burks, stenographer to week, replacing all dead wires and
The Brotherhood of Railway TrainDivision Foreman J. S. Suhl, left this renewing the interest in electrical men will meet next Sunday after'
;" '
C. C House, car inspector in tne week t for Louisville, Ky., on a few work.' '
noon at ,3; 'clock for its regular busi.
;
car department, Has returned from weeks') .visit with relatives. Chief
.
u
,.. u ness! meeting.
.,
Florida where' he has been for tne Cierk, Reginald Young is now doing),, eoUermaker' A.' T." Johnson has"
7T,. t
t
s.,,s
past several weeks 'looking over hia
Jobs and predicts the coming (.turnetl frohl Denver"; where 'he has
On July 4 the Brotherhood, of,, Lofarm which is located there.
of a number of corns on his fingers. been oil a:
vacation. He has reported comotive Firemen and Enginemen
' "
He uses the Huntfor syttem.
t. will give a benefit
Ion duty. ;''1'
dance., .This dance
Three laborers have been hired t
is expected to he one of the biggest
the shops as sweepers.
social functions of the summer.
Master Mechanic 3. A. Conley of
Peter Mass, boilermaker
helper,
New Mexico division was a business ieft Saturday for Denver, where he
George W. Graham of Deming hai
visitor at the shops this week.
attended the funeral of his brother,
The Electric Storage Battery Comlieen hired as niachinst helper.
who died there recently.
L. C. Taylor, chief clerk to Division
pany, Philadelphia. Pa., has received
R. .1.
an order from the Atchison, Topeka
Sutherland, nonus super-fo- r
Storekeeper J. B. McCoy, left this
V. H. Parsons has been promoted & Santa
the New Mexico division,
week for Chicago, where he will act visor
Fe, for 62 sets of the Chlorm the capacity of best man at a came in this week and visited tre from engine boiler to boilermaker ide Accumulator to be used for car
helper and is now acting in that
wedding of one of his friends. The bonus departments of the shops.
lighting in connection with a recent
28.
on
occur
will
June
order given by that road. to the comTay
welding
Firemen F. J. Stewart and J. 6.
exnects to return to Las Vegas in
pany for axle
generators.
Shaw have returned
J. B. Floyd is back in the shops These batteries are standard on the
from Topeka,
few weeks.
where they recently tmderwent an at his old job at paintrng, after hav- Santa Fe.
Logan is again on the examination for engineer. The ex- ing been foreman of the stock yards
sick list on account of stomach trou- - amination was satisfactory and hence- for the past few weeks, during the
At a meeting of the Wciern Passenforth they will be designated as real big stock rush.
ger Association last week it was dehoghcads.
cided to make no reductions from the
ia
K. 4X. Martin
has again uniform rate of two cents a mile for a
Supply Man O'Neal
a few
now, as hia
Andy Young, head electrical man
or
.it this aeek for Fort Madison, fontM New Mexico division, was a taken up his duties as manager of large number of conventions in the
western
this summer. Acom- this the engine supply house.
wli;r, Kiie will visit relatives buslaewa visitor ia Las
re-bo-

'

Sanitarium in Kingston. According to
Halliweli, It was a case of love at first
sight, even though Mrs. Sinclair's
"yes" increases his income $146.50 a
week. The marriage is to take place
in the fall.
Mrs. Sinclair, who was Miss Meta
Fuller, daughter of W. Fuller, was
divorced by the author, of "The Jungle" early in 1912. ' Harry Kemp, the
bareheaded bard of Kansas, was nam-e- d
in the suit and Mrs. Sinclair interposed no defense.
The Sinclairs were married in 1900
and took up a residence at Arden, Del.,
an artist's colony with socialistic leanings.. Sinclair met Kemp in 1906, and
became interested in
his "tramp
verse" to the extent of finding a pub- -
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
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lisher. Kemp remained in Arden,; and
in 1911, he and Mrs. Sinclair dropped
'
,
out of sight.
a
were
in
found
They
bungalow on
the bank of the Mansquan River, near
West Point Pleasant, and while they

to

16

Vegas "Automobile

21

Co

Fowler Prtps

&

were there Sinclair obtained a divorce.
He was married a few weeks ago
Craig Kimbrough, daughter of
A.
M. Kimbrough of Greenwood,
Judge
Miss.

Subscribe for The Optic.

Six Days

or

Only

HHAR ACH'S BIG STOCK TO GO AT COST

'

Veterinarian for State Cattle Sanitary Board.
Address East Las Vegas. New Mexico.

,
GOSSIP OF THE
SHOPS AND YARDS.

labels.

"Doit

'

When a great nation fails to sell 00.20
oven half of a 4 per. cent, bond issue 00.21'

ism.

For some time past negotiations
have been proceeding between the
Raiiway Clearing House and the National Canine Defence League with respect to the conditions under which
dogs are conveyed by rail and steamer.
The railway companies have now advised the National Canine Defence
League that animals tendered for conveyance in packages which are obviously too small for them will be refused. The companies decline to undertake the provision of food, but
have agreed to the suggestion of the
league that they should endeavor to
arrange for the dogs to be given water
wherever practicable, if the senders
will indicate this requirement on the

15, 1913.

Destination.

I

at a discount and its chief
raise money on a
per

The accident report, of the British
that in the calendar year 1912, the casualties due to
train accidents amounted to 867, namely, 20 passengers and 6 employees killed, and 683 passengers, 154 employees
and 4 other persons injured. The number of passengers killed is 6 larger
than in the preceding year. Accidents
of other kinds bring the total number
of persons killed, In connection with
the movement of trains, up to 1,011,
and of injured to 8,700. Adding casualties in which the movement of cars
or engines were not concerned, we
have a total of 1,118 persons killed and
32,620 injured.
Board of Trade shows

Date, June 15, 1913,

Place, East Las Vegas, N. M.

. .

mittee was appointed to consider the
adoption of a uniform charge for special trains and special baggage cars.

Halliweli is the son of G. W. Halliweli, a Ploughskeepie jeweler. By the
terms of his father's will he receives
an income of $3.50 a week until his
marriage. Then the allowance is increased to $150 a week. At the birth
of the first child another increase is

Main i
Main 9
June

THURSDAY.

n

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD

PAID FOR

BUSINESS OFFICE
MEWS DEPARTMENT

cream had been poured oft.

most rlgitl examination at all times,
both of our herd and product. We
would be very much pleased to have
the city authorities take up the matter
of the milk and cream ordinance at
their next meeting and we hope that
the people of the city of Las Vegas
will make it their business to demand
such an ordinance passed. Although
there has been no ordinance governing the sale of milk in this city, we
have studied the ordinances of other
cities and tried n every way to produce a product as pure as it is possible
to obtain.

Vegas, N. M., June 17th, 1913.
CUSTOMERS
AND THE
CITIZENS OF LAS VEGAS:
We herewith, publish Dr. Jones' report after his examination of our dairy
cows, also the letter sent us by. District Attorney C. W. G. Ward, for your
Intormallofi.
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EVERY ARTICLE IN THE HOUSE' ON SALE

wing to the bsCckwrd season our stock
must be reduced. No restrictions. Everything marked in plsxin figures,
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
Mr. and Mw'Ccwxe Tripp left yesranch at Levy
terday for tL lX'r'
where they ,vi 111 iremaln for several
days looking .alter business Interests.
Ed. Coffelt,' formerly a resident of
Las .Vegas canie, In last night from
his home'fnjBajiW, Mo., and will be
a visitor ViIb.Sl&',here for several
""
days.
A. W. Harrison of Great Bend, Kan.,
arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will be a.'Jiusiness visitor here for
Mr. Harrison is a prominent cattfe man .of Great Bend and is In
Las Vegas to; buy New Mexico cattle.
Judge, and Mrs. D. R. Murray, a ?
companled by th'eir daughter. Miss Cor
nelia, left this afternoon for California
to spend the slimmer. They will reseveral weeks
main in s'mDfegr-foand later visit 'other .places in Callfor-- i
i..
nia.
.,'., 4
Miss Fannie, Wejskopf of San Francisco, Calif,, came Jn last evening and
will remain in Las Vegas for several
weeks as the!- gurt of friends. Miss
Weiskopf Is a sister of Mrs. L. Reich,
who resided in Las Vegas some years
.

PERSONALS
Meyers of Denver was a business visitor hero today.
Panama hats cleaned and blocked.
Parisian Clearnerg',' Phqne Main 35.
B. P.

Adv.

'

Pete Ollvas, the well known merMora, was a business visitor
in Las Vegas today.
Herman Ilfeld returned last night
from Pecos where he has been for the
,past week on 'business.
J. J. Kelly, a well known business
man of Silver City, came In last night
for a few days' business visit in Las

chant of

,f

'

Vegas.

Have your clothes cleaned at the
Parisian Dry Cleaners. 523 Sixth
street. Adv.
L. M. NIese returned to his home
at Levy last night after having been a
business visitor In Las Vegas for the
past few days.
D. L. Rasberry left today for his
home in Texas after having been a
business visitor in Las Vegas for the
past few days.
D. D. Steele, a well known cattle
man of Trinidad, came In last night
with a number of cars of cattle, which
Tie is shipping east.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Monsimer left
last night for Los Angeles, Calif.,
where they will spend the coming summer visiting with relatives.
J. R.,, Strong and J. P. Strong, two
prominent business men of Ocate,
came In last night and will be business visitors in Las Vegas for the
coming few days.
A. D. Goldenberg and A. L. Codding-ton- ,
two well known business men of
will
. Tucumcarl, came in last night and
!be business visitors In Las Vegas for
the coming few days.
A. H. West left last night for Santa
Fe where he will remain for some
time, being employed on the Santa Fe
branch by the Santa Fe Railway company.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Ryland of Lex-toMo., came in last night from their
borne at that place for a month's stay
In Las Vegas. They will spend several
weeks at EI Porvehir during their
stay in' New Mexico.
y
D. R. Wallace came in yesterday afternoon in his automobile for a short
'
business visit in Las Vegas. Mr. Wallace is a commercial man and came In

from Raton.
Edward Ziefle of Braymer, Mo., is
in Las Vegas looking for a location.
Mr. Ziefle is well known In Braymer,
Mo., having been in the farming business there for a number of years.
Filadelfio Baca, assistant superintendent of public instruction for New
Mexico, came over last night from
Santa Fe for a Fhort business visit in
Las Vegas.
Carl Ellis started yesterday morning
cn his motorcycle for his father's
ranch in Texas. He will go to Trinidad and thence to the Panhandle of
the Lone Star State. He expects to
remain In Texas during the entire
summer. He will return to Las Vegas
the Normal Uninext fall and
versity.
F. McWilliams returned to his home
at Sherman, Texas, yesterday afternoon after having been a business visitor here for the past few days. DurMcWil-liam- a
ing his stay in Las Vegas Mr.
purchased from the Van Houten
ranch a car of fancy rams, which will
be shipped to his home.

Let Your

RESOLUTIONS

;

ago.

,

Sheriff and Mrs. Roman Gallegos
returned "last night from Los Angeles, where they have been for the
past three weeks on their wedding
trip.
Carnot Sulier came in this afternoon from Denver,-- where he has
been for the past winter attending
school. He will remain in Las Vegas
for the coming summer. '
Miss Marie Arnold of Raton, who
has been the guest of Judge and Mrs.
D. J. Leahy for the past few weeks,
left this afternoon for her home.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Weil and daughter, Edith, came In this afternoon
from Santa Fe on their wayyto their
home at jOate. They will visit with
relatives In Las Vegas for a few
days.
A. O. Larrazol left this afternoon
for Clayton, wheret he will be on business for the coining few days.
J. II.' Jimmi of Reno county, Kansas, leffwbis n'orntpg for his home,
after hav'r:: 1 on a visitor with rel
atives In ! i.a Vegas for the past few
weeks'- - r
f?
Dave ''l jij.uiiSn,' general manager
for the Fred"' Harvey system, came
In this afternoon f or a short business
visit wltlr 4ho local agency.
Mrs. W. H. Coleman of Albuquerque came In Jast; night and will locate
in Las Vegas again. She was a resident here severa't years ago.

LUMBER; STEM ER SINKS.
San .Fr&uclsca.'i June 19. The lumber steamer Riverside," bound from
Everett, Wash., to San Pedro, Calif.,
Is in a sinking condition off the

northern" California coast, according
to a wireless dispatch from the liner
Admiral Farragut. The crow of 36
has taken to the small boats, and a
boat has been sent to their assistance
from the,, Farragut. The spot where
the Riverside; :a wooden lumber currier of, 995 tons, is reported sinking
Is off Cape Mendocino and' known as
the era.t,eyarl;,KOf ships. Shipping
men expressed little fear, however,
for the; Safety, of, the crew.
GOMPERS APPEAL GRANTED.
Wasbmgfch, June 19. Chief Justice White; today granted an appeal
for Samuel Jlipmpers, John Mitchell
and Frank Morrison, labor leaders
convicted of contempt of court In the
Bucks Stove and Range . company
case. "The appeal will be heard after
;

October.
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Brain workers especially need such a food
as Grape-Nut- s
because it is rich in the Phosphate of Potash which Nature requires for
rebuilding daily the, tissue cells ;n Brain and
Nerves a scientific fact.
If your plans for mon.'y-makin- g
call for the work of keen Brains, try

and fame
Grape-Nut- s.
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(Continued from Page One
OF
THIS
COUNTY REFUSE TO ABANDON
and, of course, .know the Associated
POLITICAL ALLEGIANCE
Fress desires to do full justice to all

SPANISH-AMERICAN.-

As was stated In The Optic Tuesday
evening, the convention held by the
Spanish-Americapeople of the counin
court
the
house
ty
Monday afternoon and evening resulted in the denunciation of the movement to form
an association along racial lines for
the purpose of securing more public
citioffices for the Spanish-speakinn

g

zens.

The following resolutions were pass'
ed: .,
s
fie it Resolved by the
of the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, in popular convention assembled today, the Sixteenth day of June, A. D., 1913, as follows,
Spanish-American-

t:

By these presents we pledge our
most complete and sincere loyalty,
obedience, respect and support to the
Government of the United States of
America, of which we are citizens.
We protest most emphatically and
determinately against any movement
or, design which may have for object
er purpose, either directly or indirectly, to excite a race issue between the
Spanish-Americapeople and any of
the other of the races which make up
and compose the population of our
great State of eNw Mexico.
We find that no necessity exists,
either In this County or in this 'State,
for the formation or organization of a
social or political party based on racial lines.
We find that it would be against the
peoprogress of the Spanish-America-n
ple, against the spirit of our Institutions and of our judgment of our duty
as citizens, tojjr'alse this false issue
and assert and proclaim to the world
conditions which do not actually exist,
as this woud be an unjust reflection
against our American associates and
friends.
We deplore any attempt which may
have been made to raise a race ques
tion in the affairs of the State of New
Mexico, and we are invariably oppos
ed to the formation of any organiza
tion based on racial lines, as being an
and contrary to the best
interests of the citizens of this County
and State.
We are not opposed to the advance
ment and progress of the Spanish
American people, and we pledge to
give our best support to accomplish
the advancement, progress and Improvement of the same, without raising race questions.
Therefore, it is the sense of this
Convention that a delegation consist
ing of seven members be sent from
this County to the Convention which
will be held In the City of Santa Fe,
July 4, 1913, to formally and strongly
protest against any move'ment or
movements by any part of the popula
tion of the State of New Mexico, with-out regard ferace, which may endeavor to form an organization based on
racial lines, and thereby reflect honorably on themselves and on their people, and by these presents we instruct
each . and every one of the delegates
selected in this convention to represent us at the said Convention which
will h held in Santa Fe. N. M July
'4th 1913 to carry out and accomplish
the' spirit of these resolutions.
Seven delegates to. the state meetwhich Is to
ing of
be held'Mn Santa Fe orf'Jly 4, were
elected. They are as follows: O. A.
Larrazola, Fidel Ortiz, Secundlno Romero, Susano Montano, Luis Armljo,
Jose P. Mares and Roman Gallegos.
One or two of these delegates favored
the move for a union of native voters.
n

1

Spanish-American-

T9W& M J4.
flievei'the actipiAIJlAlllif r Will
that taken at the state gathering
thecapital off"Ifltfnren,denTeay.
of

,

be
in

interests

with entire impartiality.
There is to be a meeting of the buet
sugar intrests in Chicago ou November 15, at wrich time a statement
will probably be issued concerning
this industry and the reason for tne
high price of sugar. 1 trust it will
be such a one as your association
will be able to handle."
Mr. Stone's reply to that, dated October 30, 1911:
"I have yours ot October 2't. I am
notifying our Chicago office that if
the statement to be issued on November comes at all within the scope
of our work to handle it."
Mr. Stone at the same time wrote
to John P. Gavit, then superintendent
of the central division of the Associated Press at Chicago:
"There is to be a meeting of the'
beet sugar interests in Chicago on
November 15, at whicn time a statement probably will be issued concerning the industry and the reason
given for the high prices of sugar.
On October 15 we carried from New
York a statement from
John
on this subject and I suppose the ones from Chicago are what
in justice we ought to carry. I personally did not know anytMng aD$ut
carrying Mr. Arbuckle's statement,
nor was I familiar with the contest
between the beet Interests and the
can sugar Interests.. ,
"PleaBe use your judgment respecting, the beet sugar statement and
hand'ie It upon Its news merits."
Mr. Hamlin's reply to Mr. Stone's
brief letter of October 30 was dated
November 6, 1911. Hamlin wrote he
proposed to submit any statement
to the Assoprepared in Chicago
ciated Press officials and expressed
the opinion because much of It would
be in the nature of "expert evidence''
It might be of a character that would
not be adralssable before the particular committee in Washington.
Copies of all the dispatches carried
from Chicago
by the Associated
Press at the time of the conference
of the beet sugar interests, were also
furnished to the committee by Mr.
Stone, with a letter from Mr. Hamlin, thanking him for the accuracy
of the Associated Press reports.
Mr. Hamlin's letter of November
6 was dated at Washington. Mr. Stone
said his recollection was that Hamlin had called at the New York office of the Associaited Press just
prior to that time and nad been introduced.
"I saw him for a few moments,"
said Mr. Stone, "and my memory is
very clear that said to him: 'You will
have an opportunity before congress
and we report all of' these hearings
before congress. Any 'statement that
you may desire to make will be re
le

)

ported there.'"
Stone testified that Mr. Ham, Mr.
lin's reference lo the fact that the
might not ne
proposed statement
made before the riardwick committee was evidently in reply to tnat
suggestion.
The committee did not question
Mr Stone today, but Chairman, Over
man- asked him to hold himself in:
jrejuliness to appear before the comlimittee later If they desired
"I am frequently more or to
amused," Mr. Stone told the com
mittee, "at the popular notion in respect to matters of this sort, and,
perhaps I may in fairness say tha
both as to the Associated Press and
as to all press associations and as
to newspapers I am frequently impressed that injustice is done by the
refusal to meet the wishes of appli-caat- s
for publicity.

'
Whenever a man conies Into a
' Assonewspaper office or into ah
ciated Press office and asks for publication- of anything "re 'is met with
They all
a "degVee" of" suspicion.
axe to grind and
think he
he has a very poor show of securing
servjustice. We have a rme in our
ice that has been in existence for
many years that no publicity agent
can give us anything. We wili not
accept anything trom him.
"As an illustration of what I have
said, a number of railroaus have publicity agents and the rule is absolute
that the publicity agents cannot fur
nish us anything. We will not accept anything from them."Mr. Stone agreed to furnish the
s
committee with rules .and
of the Associated Press and with all
information about the origin of the
Arbuckle slatenieat on BUgir in 1911,
out of which the correspondence, now
before the committee developed.
Senator Newlands' statement cot
I
Cerning reference in one of Iln'.ry t.
'ORnani's letters, made pubiie yetir-ha's-'eom-

CANADA WINS MATCH
June 19. Canada today
London,
won. the first singles match from
South Africa In the elimination round
for the selection of a challenger for
the Dwight F. Davis lawn tennis' trophy, R. B. Powel'i, representing the
Dominion, and R. F. Lesaur, South
Poweii won the match bj
Africa.
three sets to two. The score was
The match was played at
Queens Club.
f

PELKEY'S TRIAL BEGINS.
Calgary, Alberta, June 19 Arthur
Pelkey, the pugilist, was to be placed
on trial before Chief Justice Harvey
today charged with causing the death
of Luther McCarty In the first round
of their fight at the Burns arena

here
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Don't be ashamed to make a small beginning THE F1RRST DOLLAR
YOU DEPOSIT may be the corner-ston- e
of a prosperous career. Start an
account with us at once. Don't delay any longer.
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These crisp, nutty granules have delicious
flavor arid5 it he food element wSifch fully nourish euery part of the body.
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day, that Oxnard was trying to have
Newlauds put on the senate PhiJip-pincommittee In 1907, was brought

-
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S11L000.00
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Jefierson Raynolds, Preldent.
E. B. Raynolds, Vice President.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
S. B. Davis, vice President
H. Eile Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

up.
"I have observed with amusement,"
said Mr. Newlands, "the refernce to
my name and that of Senator Teller.
I wish to state most emphatically
that my application to go on the Phll- -

lipine committee in 1907 was not sug
gested or influenced by Mr. Oxnard.
I had been in the Philippines with
the Taft party In 1900 and came back
with pronounced views, regarding the
Philippine 'policy. I urged that we
should adopt immediately a policy
which wou'id enable us, with due re
gard to our moral obligations, to
withdraw from the Philippines, and
that it would be unwise to tie those
Islands to us by reciprocal and trade
relations such as were contemplated
regarding sugar and other commodities. A democratic caucus placed
me on the Philippines committee In
1907, where I urged the above views.
"In this contention the refiners, in
cluding the sugar trust," said Senator
Newlands, "the Sprecklesr and the
Arbuckles" are on.tfae side alid the
beet sugar factorleaare on the other.
I condemn the methods and practices
of both as diclosed by the evidence, I
of which I had litt'ie realization until
recently.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

'

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits

interest Paid on

TODAY'S

DASEBjil

National League.
Philadelphia at Chicago; clear.
Boston at Pittsburgh; cloudy.
New York at Cincinnati; clear,
Brooklyn at St Louis; clear.

2'

23

-

forenoon.

19.
Albuquerque,
Installed
been
have
Seven silos
in the Rio Grande valley
south of this city, according to A. B.
one
Stroup, who has himself put in
of them on his lands west of the
river. Among those who have joined
the procession are Dr. D. E. Wilson,
J. S. Bower and O. B. Clarke. The
general introduction of the silo for
the first time In this valley marks
the growth of modern methods of
farming and the abandonment of the
old
agriculture. It is expected that many more silos will be
Installed during the coming year.
hap-hazar- d

American League.
Won Lost

Club-Philad- elphia

Cleveland -Washington
Chicago Boston Detroit -

--

St. Louis
New York

-

.
..

11
37
30
31
2S
24
22
14

Denver

3S

St.. Joseph
Des Moines
Lincoln

34,
32
31
:U
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llfflAfUlCMIEB
PROMOTER
TRYING TO S7CURE
A GOOD BOUT FOR STATE
ENCAMPMENT

Charles O'Malley today, started arrangements for a bout to t9 fought between Louis Newman and Harry Cu.
ter. If articles aro signed this lout
will be one of thse best that could be
possibly obtained for the fans' entertainment. Tb)p bout will ba staged
during the encampment. July 24 probably will be the date.
Newman la anxious to fight in
He eays he receives better
treatment here than in any other
place in New Mexico.
Newman and Benny Chavez will
leave tonight for Trinidad where
Chavez is matched to fight Harry Dell
on July 4. Benny received a message
today from Trinidad informing him
that there had been no discussion
concerning the weight question and
that everything is O. K. Newman,
Chavez's manager, is confident that
the Trinidadite will win his bout with
Doll, and ofter Newman's tout in Laa
Vegaa on July 24, both boys will go
to Kansas City wnere they will be
matched with some of the best bantamweights and lightweights in the
central states.

.

FESTIVITIES AT GARDINER.
Dr. and Mrs. Howard W. Heyruan

were hosts last evening at their home
in Gardiner at a dancing party given
in honor of their guest, Mrs. D. W.
's
Lusk of Albuquerque, and Mrs.
brother, Mr. Henry Bipach of
Chicago.
Dancing and a course of
light refreshments assisted in making the evening a most pleasant one.
Among those enjoying Dr. and Mrs.
Heyman's hospitality were: Messrs.
and Mesdames Fell, Beaudry, J. It.
Gaines, James, Homer Hobbs, Forrest
Remsberg; Mrs. J. C. Larkin, Mrs.
Misses Zoah Hunter,
Fullenweiter;
Edalyn Larkin, Monica Brett, Florence Lyons, Maude Page; and Messrs.
Byron Connell, J, L,- Hobbs, Clauds
Chapman, Matt Scanlon,,, Waiklor
Remsberg and Ollie. Jones.
Hey-man-

ELEVEN PEOPLE KILLED,
Yallejo, Calif., June 19. Ten ad i.its
and one child met death in a collison the San
Pet. ion 'of interurbaa trains
& Calistoga electric
Francisco,
Napa
..759
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.049 line near here today.
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Western League.
Won Lost

Club
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WILL EUTCQ
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'

RIO uHANDE.
N. M., June

Time Deposits

O'fMLEY

ings here beginning July 9, comes
with high testimonials from the peoAmerican League.
Dr. Bright,
ple where ha3 worked.
of
the Methodist
Chicago at Philadelphia; cloudy.
superintendent
Detroit at Bpstei; clear.
church In New Mexico, eays: I am
Cleveland at Washington; clear.
glad to say a word in commendation
St. Louis at New York: clear,
M. Runof the work of Rev. Wlliit-.yan as an evangelist. He was with us
two successive winters in Manhattan,
American Association.
St. Paul at Louisville; clear,
Kan., and his work is effectual,
two
Milwaukee at Indianapolis;
thorough, and he leaves the church
uplifted and united. He is the only games.
Kansas City at Columbus; clear,
evangelist I have heard whoae work
is such that I would not change a
Minneapolis at Toledo; cloudy.
word, sentence, or action. I heartily
Western League.
commend him to all who desire gen
Denver at Sioux City; clear.
uine work.
Lincoln at Omaha; clear.
Wichita at St. Joseph; clear.
The Rev. Frank E. Mossman, D. D.,
Topeka at Des Moines; clear.
president of Southwestern college,
Winfield, Kan., writes as follows:
YESTERDAY'S
BSEBALL.
"
Brother William M. Runyan of the
National
League.
Southwest Kansas conference has
PhiladelAt Chicago Chicago, 4;
been with us at Southwestern college
0.
phia,
shown
He
has
two
revival
efforts.
for
St.
At St. Louis Brooklyn,
8;
himself a master of the art of lead1.
Louis,
ing men to Christ. His work at
At Pittsburgh Boston, 2; PittsSouthwestern was of such strength
burgh, 1
a to greatly endear him to the stuAt Cincinnati New York, 7; Cindent body and faculty. We commend
cinnati, 2.
him to any college community wantAmerican League.
ing the services of a scholarly teachAt Philadelphia Chicago, 9; Philer, a strong preacher t.nd a tireless
adelphia, 5.
worker whose influence will be for
4;
At
Washington Clevetaild',
the glory of God and he good of his
0.
Washington,
men.
fellow
At New York New . York, 5; St
1.
Louis,
HARVARD.
AT
COMMENCEMENT
Boston
At
Boston, 7; Detroit, 6.
Cambridge, Mass., June 19. ComWestern
League.
mencement exercises were held toAt Sioux City Denver, 10; Sioux
America's
Harvard
at
university,
day
7,
n
oldest educational institution. In ad- City, Omaha
Omaha, 8; Lincoln, 3.
At
the
received
by
dition to the degrees
At St. Joseph St. Joseph, 3; Wichmembers of the graduating class a
'
ita, 2.
dumber of honorary degrees were
conferred upon men of distinction
The graduation exercises were held
STANDING OF THE CLUES
as usual in Sanders theater and wers
National League.
Won 'Los'r'Pct.
accompanied by all the pomp and
Club
of similar
17 u 53
32 '
ceremony characteristic
Philadelphia
19 " '.620
-- 31
previous occasions. Nearly ail the New York
the
.554
classes held receptions during
.31 "25
Chicago '
1
23 " :M0
day in various parts of the oil3?;e Brooklyn . memi-ertto Boston'
.471
4 ' 27
yard. .The election of
.444
30
the board of overseers , an,-- t !);?,, an- Pittsburgh-.-- 24
nual meeting of the Harvard, f iumni St;'L6iii8 '.2..'.
33 '. ''1411
.339
37
association were also held duvin,; the Cincinnati
19
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Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good BanlunjJ.

RUNYAN IS RECOMMENDED.
Rev. William M. Runyan, who will
conduct the union evangelistic meet-
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Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion Ot the ear.
There Is only one way to euro deaf
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused fcy an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
g
this tube ia inflamed you have a

ahe

vhe OPTIC

kh

sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness Is
the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured
by RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circufree.
lars,
&
P. J. CHRNEY
CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Five cenu per line eacn l exertion.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Estimate six ordinary word to a lino.
No ad to occupy lets space than two
lines. Ail
advertls mnt
charged
TAX PAYMENTS
will be booked at space actuary set,
Notice is hereby given that any without regard to number of words
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash In advance preferred.
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
and after July 1, 1913 will he subject
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
after July 1, 1913, notice will he duly
published of the pubhe sale of. all
property upon which taxes of A. D.
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
for such sale, and such property up
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN
quent, will ba sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,

the
by

Papefs."

SHORT ORDERS

AN

D
A

CAFE

AND

REGULAR DINNERS .
RLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

u

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. & L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second
A. M.- Rnerular
tsn
fourth
Thursday evening easi
miintaarlnn
tira
VV. O. W. Kail.
UU
uiOutli
TUluat

:

'

M

CuLU

"

RESTAURANT

THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN

run-nln-

II

LOBBY

ai
brothers cordially invited. Howard
J. ThornhiU.
T; Davis, Dictator;
Secretary

--

third

Thursday

hmthara nnrritallw

in
In.

Sr V vited. Wm. P. Mills,
W. M., H, 8 .an Pettwn, Secretary.

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54V
I. O. of B. B,
Meets , every flrei
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the
vestrj
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
Reg- lf,,!Cs alar conclave wc d Tuee-da- o'clock p. ni. Visiting brothers art
in each month at Ma
Isaac
invited
cordially
Appel
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
President; Charles Ureenclay. Set

y

y

!

Klnkel, B.

C; Cha.

Tamme.

1

retary
I. O. O.

LAS VEGA8
AL ARCH

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets everj Monday evening
hall oh Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially invited to a
Gus
tend. F, D." Fries, N. ; .0.
Lehman,' V ' G.; T. M. El wood.
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer
C. V. HedKcock, cemetery

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
MASONS RegUar con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:80 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard. H.
P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.

1.

trurs

PAN8F0RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN, WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet i" the Forest of Brotherly
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Templa,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mrs J. O. Rutledjre, Worthy Mahail, on the second and fourth
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemnirs,
Telephony Main 829.
WANTED
Reliable girl of good moClerk; Z. W. .Montague, Local Osp''
NO.
rals for housework. No other need FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
uty.
Visiting members are espe102 Meas every Monday night at
1054 Seventh street.
cially welcome and cordially
apply.
O. R. C. Hail, on Dougla avenue.at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
ATTORNEYS
president; J. T. Buhter secretary;
0.
FOR SALE Piano, furniture,
H.
treasurer.
Bally,
rug's,
HUNKER & HUNKER
stove, range etc. Best quality, good
H. Hunker Chester A. Hua
George
B.
P.
O.
ELKS Meets second and
as new. 1007 Eleventh street.
Attorneys-at-Lafourth Tuesday evening of each
New Mexiw
Las
Vegas.
month Elks home on Ninth stress
FOR SALE One horse, single harand Houglas avenue. Visiting brotti-ersarness, mowing machine, rake and 2
cordially invited'. Gov. Wm.
DENTISTS
plows. Mrs. Nisson, North Fourth
J. Mills, Hxalted Ruler; D. W. Constreet.

t

1913.

Did you ever stop to think

of the deep significance of

above

the

EUGENIO

Treasurer and

Miguel County, N. M.

oft-repeat- ed

It is estimated that more
than 95 per cent of the population of the United States
that can read are newspaper

readers.

ROMERO,
Collector, San

NOTICE.

Want st'

--

For Sale

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
c'mb has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenig'fl lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
person will be allowed o hunt or
fish upon this property except members of the club, and all persons going there must be prepared to show
a membership card, in this organization.
Otherwise they will be arrestdon. Secreta-- y
ed for trespassing.
FOR SALE At a bstt;ain A fine
THE LA JARA HUNTING
COUN
new upngnt piano. tr.E. Wentworth KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
AND FISHING CLTJB.
NO.
CIL
804,
Meets
second
and
918
Layton,
Eighth street.
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem
FOR SALE 1913 Model motorcycles
invited'.
are
bers
Richard
cordially
and
motor
boats at bargain prices
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
G. K.; DYank Angel, F. 8.
Devtne,
all
new
brand
on
makes,
machines,
AMD
eaty payment plan. Get our propo
SIGN PAINTING
NO.
DORADO
LODGE
I
sition before buying or you will re
KNIGHTS OF PV
N O.
gret It, also bargains in used motor
429 GRAND AVE.
THIAS Meets e
Write us today. Enclose
cycles.
stamp for reply., Address Lock Box
Monday even
flu
11, Trenton, Mich.
jf
Jug
p
Visiting
Knightt
LOCAL TRIE C4IIH
,
ere cordially inrlt
f.M bill. Chas LiebacB
'J-EAST BOUND
7 aer, Chancelloi
FOR RENT Furnished room.
Commrt-nderArrive
915
Bepsn
Harrj
2
Sixth street.
No
9:10 p. m
:15
ry Martm, Keeper of Records and
e

HERMAN

Not so vtry long ago "1
see by the papers" referred
merely to some news happening, but today the expression
is just as likely to indicate
store news, advertising news,
the arrival of some choice

merchandise, some change in
style, a new idea in apparel,
or any one of a hundred interesting and constantly changing bits of information which
crowd the pages of the reliable
daily papers like

,
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No.
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No
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2:05 a. m
1:45 p. m
WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m.....
:10 a. m
4:20 p. m.. . . .
6:35 p.
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11:05 p. n
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6:15 a.
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7:00 f.

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-i-

1

f you use

EMPRESS
"

FLOUR

i

DR.

:

Tine Optic

It

'$ giving

you
a present for doing something
you 'd do uny
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
v
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

There is, indeed, much
worth while thcxt one
may 'see by the papers"
if ho will but study the advertising podges.

X

SILVER
PLAT- EBEAUTIFUL

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS

y
Q

can be ol

tained in this ci'y

ALL: GROCERS

Mali U
Mala 1

Office Telephone
House Telephone
OR.

F.

HUXMANN

B.

Dentist
Dental work of any descrlptlos
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Mais
East Las Vegas, N. M.

i'

Professional Health Culture for Ladl
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Seal)
Treatment, Facial Massag6, Manicur
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p, m. to 3:30 p. rn

.

Seal.

Subscribe for The Optic.

FOR RENT Five room furnished cottage. Call LeRoy House, 618 Grand.
FOR RENT iFront bedroom.
508 Main Avenue.
Richley.

1

Miss

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
......250 per100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
.... ......... 40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery. ...
. ..50c per 100 lbs

FOR RENT

Two adobe houses, one
and one
also furnished tent house. Mrs. p. C. Nisson, North Fourth street.

ROOMS

FOR RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

FOR RENT
511

Modern

........

health
White

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

furnished flat.

1200

Lincoln Ave

Ninth street.

RETAIL PRICES

When the baby Is sufferlne the dnn.
b!e affliction of hot weather and bow
el disorders, the remedy needed is
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR.
It reduces

lbs., or More, Each Del very.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000

the feverish condition, corrects the
stomach and checks looseness of the
bowels. ' Price 25c and 50e per bottle
iiold by Central Drug Co.

Brilliant Stars of June
the end of June, Mars, Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound Is at all times the "Star"
medicine for coughs, colds, croun and
whooping cough. A cold in June is as
apt to develop Into bronchitis or pneu
monia as at any other time, but not if
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red CrosR
Drug Store.

A iS U A

The

By

......;.....

.........

.

20c
.25c
.30c
.40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

lbs.
lbs.

100
100
100
100
100

lbs-

lbs.
lbs.

PUR A COMPANY;

Harvesters, Storers,' and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity ass
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

.

BEAUTIFUL

WOMEN

It has been observed that
women
always have good
If your digestion is faulty
lain's Tablets will correct
are easy to take and most
m effect. For sale by all

beautiful
digestion.
Chamberit. They

agreeable
dealers.

Adv.

IB

"

1

,.

ANT Ads

.Are B
iJ Market. Finders
A

Classlfle'l adj. search out the people to whom among sL'
the particular thing Is worth most.

-

tlioHf who MIGHT BUY

Katherlne L. Norton.' New Bedford,
"I had a terrible pain
Mass., says:
across my back, with a burning an1
scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST .o omt-who reads the ads. m this newspaper and
would sever
your iropeny unieas it wre advertised here

and sure. ' I felt toned up and invisor-sitedI recommend
Foley
Kidney
Pilla."
For backache, rheumatism
all
and
and
bladder
'ombago,
kidney

(.)thers, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper want t&&
are anyious to pay csb for) hooks, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, srtlclos of hsefulnesg of any sort, and tnuslesl !
strumotits.

Pills as advised, with results certain

.

(STER-

y

6. L. HAMMOND, DENTIf.
Crockett Building.

ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. O.
C, Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug
Store.

1

Subscribe for The Optic.

hr

As the ciacjiried ads. are read bj ail possible baje'.s, of ail
sorts of thills, they have come to be finders of the beat

i

v

pt-Bibl- e
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was not a fairy, "i am to tea yoo
from my lady, that she Is not the
minx.
Winds,
waves, and living
things," he said, "are full of mischief
and laughter. The sun has room to
sparkle even in a tear, and Heaven
touches our lips with every smile, for
joy is holy. Spirits, angels, fairies.
are only thoughts which have caught
s
the light celestial,
which shine in Heaven's glory. Chil
dren,, and happy people see that light,
which never shines on any clouded
no,

A Mon InVGioOpeD

.

ifT12a&tratlans tu

mirror-thought-

soul."
"My soul is clouded. Help me."
"I wonder," he smiled with his old
kind eyes. "Have you a sense of hu
mor?
Ah, there. Then you need
never worry, or run away. As sun

'

-

h

SYNOPSIS.

shine and rain are to the dear earth,
so are laughter and .tears to every
living soul. Humor. dear, is the
weather in which the spirit lives."
"But sorrow and tears?"
"Why, how can the sun make rainbows without rain?"
"You'll praise pain next."
"That is a sacrament," he answered
gravely, "the outward sign of inward
grace. For how else can God reach
through selfishness down to the soul in
need?"
I saw the dear priest's face through
tears, but when I brushed them away
the mist remained. He seemed remote, awful and beautiful.
"There is a place," he said, 'where
souls awaiting incarnation, rest, and
from that place they come, borne by
messengers. A messenger was waiting in these woods, nb evil spirit, my
daughter, but one who came bearing a
child to you. She stands august and
lovely at your back, and in her arms
the soul of a
just on the
verge of incarnation, waits at the
boundary of the spirit land.
"'The light shineth in darkness;
and the. darkness comprehended it
not
"That light is all around you, and
must go. This very ground is holy,
Fare you well,",

of the wmda had gone anYy, ano
for once in that sweet solitude I was
PART ONE.
of the
CHAPTER
story opens with lonely. My sitting Is at the root
Jesse Smith relating the story
of his governess tree, and Jesse's under the
birth, his early life in Labrador and of
great father pine. If he were only
the death of his father.
there, how it would ease the pain.. 1
CHAPTER II Jesse becomes
sailor.
His mother marries ihe master a'of the needed him so badly as I sat there,
hip and both are lost in the' wreck of trying to make him present In my
the vessel.
thoughts. He had gone away, and the
CHAPTER III Jesse becomes a cowboy squirrel who lives in the widow tree
In Texas.
had taken even his match ends. Only
CHAPTER IV--He
marries Polly, a the cigar stubs were left, which would,
ing-eof questionable morals, who later
of course, be bad for the squirrel's
Is reported to have committed
suicide.
children. I wasn't well enough to
CHAPTER V Jesse becomes a ranchei
call, but I left my nut.
and moves to British Columbia.
Close by Is the terrific verge of the
inner canyon, and sitting at the very
PART TWO.
CHAPTER I Kate Trevor takes
tha edge of death I saw Into the mists.
narrative. Unhappily married sheupconIt was so foolish, why should I be
templates suicide, but
her mind
after meeting Jesse. changes
frightened of death, such a coward in
I had better
CHAPTER II Jesse rescues Kate from bearing paiu? And yet
her
husband who at- confess the truth, that presently I ran
tempts to kill her. Trevor loses his life away screaming, my skirt torn by
In the rapids.
brambles, by feet caught in the roots.
CHAPTER m-K- ate
rejects offer o Only when I passed the place where
grand opera managers to return to the
by anemones live, and beyond the
stage and marries Jesse.
east door of the grove came out into
life
married
start full
oHhapjflFyR rvTheIp
sunlight, I could go no farther but
feU to the ground exhausted. Yes, it
CHAPTER V-sAj'cumbs
to tha
pleadings of a composer to return to the was very silly, and that blind panic
etage and runs away with him. She shamed, me as 1 looked up at the cresrescues Widow O'Plynn from her burning
cent of silvery birch trees wjiojbold
house, Is badly burned herself and
home where Jesse receives her with court at the foot of the
upper cliff.
ifpen arms.
Something small and black was comCHAPTER VT CftttlB fhlevoa nnr.Bor in
toward nie, H clergyman, too, and
the neighborhood. Jesse asks Kate to v ing
to a. l2je of safety. T fcU joy aiw rs- - nervous, because lie twiddled hia little
hat, ,.rtT:"iVJ'wl:;.'s.-'vi:"Are you in pain?" he asked. :
narcrtAP'IER Vtl Jesse resumes tne
rative. He calls on neighbors and plars
"Are you a fairy?" I answered, wonto capture the robbers. Kate is rescued
dering. I couldn't think of anything
from the hands of the .bandits.
else at the moment, for our lost ranch
CHAPTER Vtfl The robbers are capis so far from everywhere,
tured, but later make their escape.
"No, madam," he said quite gravely.
CHAPTER IX Jesse is captured by
the robbers, but by a clever ruse makes "I'm only a curate. May I sit down?"
prisoners of the robbers.
My heart went out to him, for ha
CHAPTER X The prisoners are turned was so little, so old, English like me,
over to a United States marshal, who but with the manner of the great
has arrived with extradition papers.
world. When he sat down he took
CHAPTER XI Jesse takes charge of care not to hurt one of my flowers.
the outlaw chief's son, Billy O'Flynn,
"I fear I'm trespassing," he said, "in
having promised the chief to keep him
out of his father's profession.
your royal gardens, May I introduce
CHAPTER XII-- He
myself? My name is Nisted Jared
takes Billy to Vancouver and the lad Is shanghaied.
Nisted, once an army chaplain, now a

cuoir

;

Tne

,

d

man-chil-

Kate

(Continued Prom Saturday)

XIII.

CHAPTER

Nativity.
Safe's Narrative.
JesB3 allowed that the upper forest
does look "sort ot wolfy." He would
outpost relays of ponies along the
ward trail, so that he and McGee
could ride the 80 miles back in a single march; If the doctor survived that,
he would be here In 48 hours, perhaps
,
In time.
I made Jesse take his revolver, yes,
loaded It myself, and he promised a
to give
signal shot from the
mo the earliest news of Mb return. He
'
,
put out the light, kissed me good-byand was gone.
From the inner edge of the be 1
could see through the window, and
watched Orion rising behind the
cliffs. The night turned pale, then for
a long time the great gaunt precipice
revealed in tender primrose light and
Amber shads. I heard our riders
mount and canter away for t'
work. TSie two Chinamen
cff alBO on some domestic errand. The
isunrise caught the pines upon the
into points of flame. I heard a
distant shot, and fell asleep.
The widow had stumped about nearly all night, weary to the tip of her
'wooden leg, poor soul, so when I woke
door.
again and crept to the lean-tIt was a relief to find that she had
gone to sleep.1 She had left me a
.saucepan full of bread and milk,
which I warmed, and it warmed me
nicely.
Mrs. O'Flynn asleep is like peace
after war. Dressing In stealth, I
prayed for peace in our time, then
with a sweet enjoyment of fresh guilt,
stole out into the sunshine.
I reached the grove, at this cool
hour so like a green lagoon where
coral" piers branch up to some ribbed
vault The w ives of incense, the river's organ throb, the glory in the
vindows, gave me peace, but the
rim-roc- k
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CHAPTER XIV.

tourist."
"Are you sure," I ventured, "thai
you're not a "
"Fairy? Believe me, dear lady, I'm
a very commonplace little person.
"A humble admirer of yours, one
Tearful George, has been kind enough
to bring me here in his buefcboard,
has complaining wheels, a
which
and such a wheezy horse.
body,
creaky
He, Tearful George, I mean, contractdollars to bring me
ed for seventy-fivto paradise and back; but as we
creaked our passage through that
weird black forest I feared my guide
had taken the pathway which leads to
the other place. I confess, the upper
forest frightened me, and now, having come to paradise, I don't want to
go back." He sighed. "George," he
added, "is making camp up yonder.
Mrs. Smith, will you laugh at me very
much if I tell you a fairy tale? It's
quite a nice one."
'Oh, do!" I begged.
'Well," he began, "you know where
the three birch trees are all using a
single pool as their mirror?"
Of course these were the Three
I hau
Mrs.. O'Fiynn and
Graces.
known for months past that the spot
was haunted.
'Each of them," said my visitor,
"seems to think the others quite sue

I asked him if
-

-

any-
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kissed him.
old matt vient
hu

"

there is a very general decline of
faith. It is not for us to, blame them.
What fairy, for example, could be expected to believe in Tearful Georgei
He chews tobacco."
"Oh, tell me more about her. Did
she speak to you? She's fearfully dan
gerous. We had a ranch hand here
who went quite fey, possessed,
think. I'm frightened of. her now."
"She thinks," he retorted, "thai
you're a wicked woman. '

"Me
"Yes, you. She said you would run
away, and you did. I am to tell you
that's very unwise."
"Please tell the minx to mind hei
own business."
"What Is her business?" he asked
,

mildly.
"Being a fairy, I suppose, I'll never
f'TSivo her for what she did to Billy.
Besidr-s,- "
I added, "she makes fun ot
us."
"No v, onrliT, for we humans are so

"

,1?

it--

v.

stupid."

"Khe'a full of mischief."
"Of course." The old man's eyes
:
twinkled and blinked as though I
"P.
can't set vvor;'3 to fit that puzzled day."
fc uj tol.i
me twice that
memory,
lis
,

I

'I'm

a F?icih Woman,

Cear."
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Kate's Narrative.
I was waiting for Jesse until the low
sun shone into the cave. All that letter, which had been a blur of horror,
cleared now before my mind, but
Father Jared held me by the bands,
drawing the pain away. He had given
me tea, he had made me a very throne
of comfort In front of his camp fire,
David slept In my lap, and now while
the dear saint held my bands, and I
looked through the smoke out toward
the setting sun, he spoke of quaint
sweet doings in his hermitage. He
epoke as a worldly anchorite with a
portable bath, of his clumsy attempts
to patch a worn-ou- t
cassock, and how
the squirrels tried to superintend his
.
Then the sun
prayers at
caught the walla of the cave and the
roof to glowing beryl and ethereai
ruby, the smoke was a rose-huethread of light, and the deep canyon at
our feet filled with a shadowy sea of
flooding amethyst
The sun had set, and the first star
Just shone out, as Jesse came, standing at the mouth of the cave, dark
against the glory. I could not see his
even-eong-
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God?

Telt

Her,

Pete, There'll

Be

No

Murder."

Take him to South Cave,
to Father Jared's camp."
"What will you do?"
"Lock the house before it's defiled."
"And then, dear?"
"When she's gone, I'll come to the
vid away.

cave, too."

Kate took David, letting me kiss
him, letting me kiss her, even knowing
everything, let me take her into my
arms. She was very white, very quiet.
She even remembered to take her servant, and the two Chinamen, making
some excuse to get them away. I
locked the house and the old cabin.
Then I made the long call to Fphrata,
and went to the Apex Rock, calling until he answered from among the dogtooth violets. He climbed straight up
the steep rocks, whimpering, because
I'd scarcely called him once in fourteen months, He rubbed against me,
forgetting he hefted eleven hundred
pounds, and I had to scratch his nock
before
up to the horn. ,,
then to the left along the wagon track
just past Cathedral Grove.
The wagon was swinging round r!u;
end of the grove at a canter, and when
I let out a yell (or the last warning
the woman only matched at the driver's whip to flog the team faster
Then I turned loose my bear, he rearing up nine feet or so to inspect that
outfit.
The horses shied into the air, then
off at a gallop straight for the edge of
the cliffs. The woman was shot out
as the wagon overturned, the driver
caught for a moment while his wagon
He lay In the
went to match-wood- .
wreckage stunned, but the hon: :s
went blind crazy, taking that twti e
rat- hundred feet leap into the Frfx-eSo I had aimed, and as I d promi,ds.
ised my lady to do no murder, I kept
my boar beside me.
The driver was awake and fingering to his feet. He would have
talked, only my bear was with nie.
hard to hold by the roach hatr. Tinman needed no telling, and after he
escaped from my ranch I did not see
him there in the years which followed.
woman, standing in the wreck
age of her trunks, wanted to talk. We
herded her, Eph and I, to the foot of
the pack trail, which leads up by steep
of the upper
jagss'to the
"POLLY SMITH.
cliffs, then on through the black pines
be to your ranch Mon to Hundred Mile. We herded up tl
end PO&t
pack trail my bea
ed

rim-roc-

"And here, my son, I am something
more than a foolish old man." He
rose to his feet, making the sign of
the cross. "I am ordained," he said, "a
barrister to plead at the bar of
Heaven. Will you not have me as your
adviser, Jesse?"
Jesse
"Whom God hath Joined,"
laughed horribly, "that harlot and I."
"She swore to love, honor and
obey?"
"Till death us part!"
"And that was perjury?"
,
"A joke! A joke! "
"That was not marriage, my son,
but blasphemy, the sin beyond forgive-nesThe piteous lost creature haa
never been your wife."
"I told her what she is, straight
from the
'
"Who made ber so?"
Jesse lowered his head.
"Who made her the living accusa
tion of men's sins? She is the terrible
God's
state's
evidence,
evidence,
which waits to be released In the Day
of Judgment. You told her straight
from the shoulder. Judge not that ye
be not judged. Remember that of all
the men she knew on earth, you only
can plead not guilty."
"Because I married her?" asked
Jesse humbly.
"Because you tried. You gave her
your clean name, your pure life, your
manhood, an act of knightly chivalry.
'Only a cur would blame the weak.
Only a coward would accuse the lost'.
But in your manhood remember her
courage, Jesse. Forgive as you hope
for pardon. Keep your life clean, from
every touch of evil, but to the world
stand up for the honor of the name
you gave her."
"I will."

s.

sbo-lde- r."

"You forgive?"

'

"Yes."

kJUti

1
1

to come. For your wife's honor and for
the child, you must keep their names
stainless, clear of all reproach while
you await God's judgment. They must
leave you, Jesse."
"Oh, not that, sir!"
"Can they stay here in honor?"

is!'

U
VLPCa.

"Then Vou Must Part."

Potato Masher Look out for a bis
dress Is In the leaves each fall, the sensation next week. t
Coffee Pot Is that right?
pines still echo to her voice. I hear
her footsteps over the new snow, I
Potato Masher Yes; the broom la
feel her presence when I read her going to make some sweeping chargesw
books. I know her thoughts are spir- I hear.
its haunting me, and all things wait
until she comes back. Not until I lost
WISE MAN
my lady did I ever hear that faint,
thin, swaying echo when her grove
seemed to be humming tunes. At times
when dew was falling, I have heard
the pattering of millions and millions
of little feet, Just as she said, making
the grass bend.
Tears drop on the paper and shame
poor fool Jesse. The Book says that
He shall wipe away all tears. If my
bear had only lived, I should not have
been so lonely. I wonder if God help
me, I can't write more. The book Is
.

finished.

(To be Continued Tomorrow)

SHOWS POSSIBILITY

OF HASH

"
Outlines
Book of
Twentieth Century Variety of
This Common Dish.

"Cook

Left-Overs-

"Why did Jack marry hia
Twentieth century hash, like most writer?"
from
a
modern Inventions, Is long step
"Merely a matter of economy shfj
the past. Indeed, as it is described in wanted her salary raised.".
it
the "Cook Book of
doesn't sound like hash at all, but like
WELL, RATHER
one of those famous dishes that
French chefs invent when their thrifty
souls rebel at throwing away leftovers. See if it doesn't:
potaHave baked six medium-size- d
toes. With a spoon carefully remove
the potato, leaving rest of skin unbroken. Season the potato with one
tablespoonful of butter, one
of cream or milk, one
of salt and a little pepper,
stirring lightly with a fork, but do
not mash the potato. Add one cup of
anv kind of
chopped beef
that has been moistened with a little
;
gravy, stock or Worcestershire sauce.
Fill the skins with this mixture, let1
A
ting it rise a little above the top. Put
Ml'
a piece of butter on eacn and neat id
oven. Grated cheese may be used u
stead of meat.

ly.i

Left-Overs-

table-spoonftable-spoonf-
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Book Exhibition.
An International exhibition for the
book industry and the graphlo arts,

Including photography, is to be held
at Leipsic. the book industrial center
of Germany, from May to October,
1914, in celebration of the 150th anniversary of the royal academy for
graplc arts and the book industry to
that city. The exhibition is to be
organized upon an elaborate scale, Including among various allied arts the
manufacture of paper, the development of newspapers, and, finally, a
group devoted to measures for the
protection and welfare of workers.

The Youth I love you. dearest I 4
I mean it I mean it.
The Maid Well, I should hate tcf
bink you were joking.
NAME

APPROPRIATE

SDrlngfleld Republican.
An Improvemcr.:,
"A rod to be fastened to the steering wheel of an automobile to permit it to be steered with the knees
should both hands be required for
other work, has been patened in Eng.
land," says the Observer of Events
and Things. "Cheer up, girls'"

fffT
'

w

4

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal of the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of
impurities. HERBINB cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.

w

Farmer Korntassel Waal, it's to
bad you received the notice of my 1IU
tie darter's birth too late to put i i
the paper. Saay, kin yer. think Of
good name for her?
Editor (of the Bingtown
It strengthens that organ, cleanses Sure; call her Ad. delayed. Bugle)'
the bowels and puts the system- in
good healthy condition., Price 50c.
'
JUST A3 GOOD
Sold by Central Drug Co.
-

TO CURE

A

COLD IN ONE DAY

BROAIO
Take LAXATIVE
Qulnlnt
Tablets. Druggists refund money If li
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig
nature is on each box. .25c.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
case of Itching, Band, Bleeding
his any
or Prolrdin? Piles in 6 to 14 days.

"Never!"
"Then you must part."
Jesse covered his face with
hands, and there against the deepen- 50c.
ing twilight I saw shadows reaching
out from him, as though slowly the
FOR A WEAK STOMACH
shadows took form of
Take Chamberlain's Tablets. They
wings and mighty pinions sweeping
to the ground.
enable tha stomach to perform its
He looked up, and behold he was functions
naturally. For gale by all
changed.
Adv.
dealers.
"Pray for me, sir!" he whispered. ,
Then tha priest raised his hand, and
gave him the benediction.
Jesse Closes the Book.'
It is years now since my lady left
me. Never has an ax touched her
trees, or any human creature entered
'. or locked
house. The rustle of her

I

1

-

"You will pray for her?"
"I will pray."
"And now the hardest test has still'

"No."
"Can you run away?"

sca:-::a-

w$

M ill

.

.

-

iivt on ait way, aione, uroqt. n fr.
lived through that eighty miles, she
would remember the way, the wav
which is barren.

'Cap Taylor, ma'am," he was saying,
"told me to get here by the horse trail,
so I rode
They'll be
another hour comin' by road."
"Another hour?"
"A stranger's driving. Mebbe more'n
an hour."
face.
Then Jesse came back.
The father released me, turning to
my dear man. "Jesse," he said, "won't
Jesse's Narrative. ;
you shake hands with me?
I found my lady seated on her stool,
"You see," he said, "I made a misthat letter In her hands, while Pete, take myself, thinking a priest should
uneasy, clicked his spurs in the door- be celibate to win love from on high.
way. I asked if he'd take a message. But In its fullest strength God's love
comes through a woman to shine upon
"Burning the trail," he said.
our life and so I've missed the great"Say, if she comes, I'll kill her."
"Not that,' my lady whispered, so J est of his gifts. Your wife has told
knelt down by her, and she stroked me everything, and I'm so envious.
Won't you shake hands? I've been so
my forehead.
"I didn't catch your words," said lonely.
Won't you?"
But my man stood in the mouth of
Pete'!tta!5--- .
"Promise," my lady" whispered the caye, as though he were being
judged. laSTg;?
"there must be no murder?!., i,
"this filth," he said, "out of the past.
'Tell her, Pete," said I, "there'll hi
I can't let her off with Filth!"
no murder.
His voice sounded as though he
that give her fair warning."
were dead.
Pete rode away slow,
"The law," he said. "I've come to
"Wife," I whispered we spoke in
whispers, because it was the end ol find out what's the law?"
"Man's law?"
the world to us two "you trust me?"
"I suppose so."
She kissed my forehead.
"But I don't know, rm only a very
"Tell me," she said, "one thing
ignorant old man; your friend, If
Polly was not dead?" '
"She shammed dead. She's alive, you'll have me."
"What do you think?"
Kate. She's coming here. Take Da- "So far as I see, Jesse, the woman
can arraign you on a charge of bigamy. Moreover, if you seek divorce
she can plead that there's equal guilt,
from which there's no release."
"And that's the. law?J'
"Man's law. But, Jesse, when you
and Kate were joined in holy matrimony, was It man's law which said,
'Whom God hath Joined, let no man
put asunder.' What has man's law to
do with the awful justice of Almighty

warm-scente-

"That's the minx," I whispered.
"She's a fairy. But don't tell my husband.. You know tie laughs at me foi
'
being so superstitious." .
husband
dear
I explained that my
cannot see the minx, that my servant
dare not look.
"I doubt," said Father Jared, with
regret, "that very few fairies nowa.
days are superstitious enough to beIlevo in us pocv mortals.
tYv

hat.

d
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perfluous."
That was true.
one was there.
"A lady, yes."

The Locked House.
v
Jesse's Memoir.
The book of our adventures which
we began together, was to go on
through all our years. We were too
young to think how it must some time
finish at our parting, that one of us
two was to be left with only the broken end, the pity of Christ and every
word a stabbing memory.
Since I lost Kate is four years to
night, and in all that tima now, I nevet
dared to enter the house wnere once
she lived with me, her poor fool Jesse
sunToday I unlocked the door. The
in
the
chinks
through
lightglinting
boarded windows, fell in long dust
furniture, gray
streaks on
cobweb, scattered ashes. There waE
the puppy piano, green with mold, her
work basket, half eaten, her writing
paper.
table littered with
The pages, are yellow, the ink is rusty
brown, but the past Is alive in every
line, the living past, the sunny
land of memory, all full of
love and glory and delight, and agony
which cannot be taken from me.
How wonderful it is to think that a
great lady, and this ignorant callous
brute shown up in the rotted manuscript, should ever have been man and
wifa together! When I think of what I
was illiterate, slovenly, lazy, selfish,
brutal, meanly jealous, ignorantly
cruel, I see how it was right that she
should leave me. It has taken me
bitter lonely years to realize that I
was unworthy to be her servant while
she tamed me. So much the greater
mystery is the love which made
amends for my shortcomings, made
her think me better than I was, a
something for which she sacrificed herself, and in self sacrifice became like
the great angels which she saw in
dreams.
Then came the letter from Polly'hfT-selfwhich sent me Crazy, so that my
lady read every word of it, withou'
being warned.
"Opium, Jesse, an overdose of opium
the trick, and pnint to make :r.a
look like a corpse, ami Wood from the
butcher's shop poured over my face as
1 ',.iHl there.
You was no husband for
sucu . an nie with Brcoko around, the
man I'd kept.. Shucks, did ye think Yq,
be sucTi a puke a:i t set, with yer
iter
round me, streaming If men
name n&ar with all Abilene grinning,
ana you drunk as Noah?. That was
way to treat a lady. That was rn
cinch for me as could buy cowboys,, ail
I'd a mind to. Pshaw, it makes me
nick at the stummick to think i married you. I oniy done it for a joke.
"But you jest mark my words on too
dead thieving, no foreign woman rrom
London. England, shall have you
while you're mine. 1 heerd of this Mrs,
Trevor daring to call you her husband
She's not your wife, she's not Mrs.
Jesse Smith, she's not a married worn
an, but a poor thing, and her child,
what's he? I've had my reverse on
her, and you,' and I'm coming to rub it
In. I'm at Ashcrot, I am, coining on
the same coach as this letter, coming
to live in your home. If I don't love
you, no ether woman shall. It's Fancy
Brooke, the man you calls Bull Dur- hum, what give you dead away, he, and
the news' he got by mail, since you lot
him get off alive, you fool. That
ought to splash yer.
"And if I didn't love, d'ye reckon
that I'd care?
; "Your deserted true wife,

my stool.
Pete stood in the doorway very nervous about his hat, as though he tried
to hide it away. I remember telling
him quite gravely that I like to see a

rat-eate- n
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Two days had passed since my deal
Jesse left, then through the long day 1
waited in the Bouse, and the blue
gloom of night swept up the glowing
cliff. It was then I heard the signal
and told my
shot from the
baby David that his father was coming
?'"":
home.

,
Kate's Karratipe.
My husband was still at dinner when
we heard a horseman come thundering
in, the old cargador, Pete Mathson,
spurring a. weary florae across the
yard. Jesso took the letter, and while
he read, I had a Strange awful impression of days, months, years pass
ing, a wmriwma or time, My man
was growing old before my eyes, and
it is true that within a few hours his
hair was flecked with silver. When
the letter fell from his hands he
walked away, making no sound at all.
I sat on my little stool and took the
letter. The paper felt like something
very offensive, so that I had to force
myself to read, and even then without
understanding one word, I went and
washed my hands and face, why i
don't know except that it was better
not to make a scene. I came back tc
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CERTIFICATE IS
Light automobile
o'clock this evening.'

Iannis

at

8:

CO

Get in Your Order Early
CANTALOUPES HERE

and 2oc
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GIVEN LORETTO

J

GRADUATE

Try a dram or Old Taylor
at Uie Opera Bar. Adv.

Mrs. Arthur Edmonds has entered DEPARTMENT
OF
EDUCATION
the employ of tha Murphey Drug store
RECOGNIZES
LAS
VEGAS
for a short time, during the absence
ACADEMY AS NORMAL
of one of the clerks.

First Cat Due Now

1

THIS SPACEi
FOR

A large
and interested audience
Finch's Goldei Wedding nye, aged
last
night attended the annual comin the, wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the i.otby, of course. mencement exercises of Loretto acadMiss Eloise Baca, who was
emy.
Adv.
graduated from the school last year,
The Royal Neighbors of America was resented with a first grade teacher's certificate from the state departwill meet tomorrow
evening in the
w. u. w. Hall on Sixth street. All ment of education. Miss Baca took
members and visiting NeiEhbors are postgraduate work this year, having
invited to be present.
mastered a complete course iu peda. ,
gogy and advanced studies required of
Bulgarian neckwear at 35c: else teachers. It is interesting to know
where you will pay more money. See that the educational
establishments of
uur , window
Talm-fdisplay.
the Sisters of Loretto In New Mexico
Clothing Store.
are recognized by the state as beins
i
able to educate teachers whose stand
On aeeount of the rain last nieht
ing is on a par with those graduated
Mrs.. O'Brien's dance was postponed
from the state normals.
unti'i tonight Adv.
Miss Baca, who is the daughter of
Thiladelfo Baca, assistant superintendto
G. L Hargrove, vol
According
unteer weather observer at the New ent, of education, has been a student
Mexico Normal University, the rain-fal'- i of the academy for several years. She
of yesterday afternoon and last is the first student to receive a teach
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
er's certificate.
night amounted to .35 inch.
A beautiful musical program was a
Specinl-?3.9.J
will buy all wool feature of the commencement exercis- or worsted suit's wt'a. 15. $18 lad es, , Delsarte exercises by a class of "Star of the Sea"
.Kennedy
First mandolin
Miss .Edith Milner
0.
Come In nnrt hiu n J'.V. Tai- - 'nnn V olrla rlrncan.l In Uronlon
chert's Clothing Store.
Th singing Second Mandolin. .Mies Annie PpJIock
"vag artistic and pretty.
Mandolin
Miss Riiliv Jonea
ademy chorus also was mjdp ihird
of the
Accompanist
The Rebeccas will hold a
Miss M. Phillips
Maureen
bakery able. Mib
Ha.ITpr, a talentsale in the Graaf & Hayward Meat
ed young wonan of Las Vegas, appeal4
Market, Saturday, beginning at 10 ed on the program In two violin solos
o'tloCfc.T-Ad- v.
at the invitation 'of the sisters. Miss
TOMORROW
Harper, as usual, charmed her audi''
at the Y. M. C. A.
Next Monday night at the O. R. C. ence.
'
,
hall the Fraternal Brotherhood will
An Interesting feature of the evening
give another penny dance for the bene-- ,
was
the presentation of medals and
fit o ftheir members and friend.. n, $
Business men's class 5:30 o'clock.
to the girls who have done
awards
affair promises to be most enjoyable.
meritorious work during the school
Rev. Father Gerovitch presided
NOTICE.
By agreement, the case of F. M year.
who
Those
East
the
at
N. M
Las
this
function.
June 17,
gave
Vegas,
who
is charged with conChacon,
1913.
From this date I will not be
tempt of court, was postponed fruin medals: Rev. Father A. R. Rabeyrolle,
this morning until SRtUrday morning Marearito Romero, T, W. Hayward, responsible for any accounts conat 10 o'clock. Chacon, who is as- Charles Ilfeld, E. J. McWenie, J. H. tracted by my wife.
Adv.
J. J. RAFTERT.
sociate editor of La Voz del Pueblo, Steans and, John Papen.
Loretto academy is doing a great
is charged with writing an article in
which the court was referred to in work along educational lines. It edu
PLAIN FACTS
contemptuous terms. Chacon is at cates Eirls amid the best of surroundThat Potter's can serve that next
ings, and prepares them, thoroughly for party of yours at less expense and
liberty upon bond of $500.
the duMS; of life, whether they may worry, with the best of service and reThe dance that is to be given by the go to oroide over homes or engage in freshments than you can. Let us
Buen Tiempo club tonight at the Com teaehinsr pr. other prqfessions.
quote you prices on any number of
The nrograrn was as follows:
mercial club rooms promises to be
.
people.
well attended.
The floor has been "Romanza" Mandolin ; solo Laga- THE POTTER CANDY CO. Adv.
..Miss Edith Milner.
Placed in excellent shape and the
tree......
music will be the best. A large num
Accompanist, Miss. L. Clements.
"HARVEY'S"
ber of the members of the Commercial "God's Little Garden"
Biedermann.
Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea
club are planning to attend the dance, Little Gardener...,.
Jessie Flores son. Old management: old rates Car
as well as the Buen Tiempo members Spring
Tillie C. de Baca riage out every Saturday. Leave orSunbeam
..Lizzie Montoya ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
. .Maggie Montano
This morning at i o'clock Thomas Breeze
Annie Herman
De Blassi of Albuquerque died at the Dewdrop
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Fifteen Minims
state hosital. De Blassi had been a Flowers
, . . . Alice DesMarias MAKE
US OFFER on splendid up
patient at the hospital for only a short Angel
Chorus
the
(in
time.
background)
The bodv Wilt
tst
right piano, used short time. Call
hov ann
..
.St. Cecilia's Choir
and see it, 508 Main avenue.
Albuquerque tomorrow afternoon by
Piano, Miss E. Baca
he Las Vegas Undertaking Company.
Burial will occur there. De Blassi has "Backward Phantasies" Misses Mary FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hill. Phone Purple 5301.
Vigil, Simona Chavez, Guadalupe
a number of relatives in
Albuquerque.
Rebecca Grine, Lala Mares,
He was 29 years old.
Pomitilla Lucero, Annie Maloof, Mag- WANTED
At
this office, nice
gie Camaduran, Concepcion
Garcia,
large cotton rags. Must be clean.
The following civil service examin- Josephine Martinez, Jennie Maloof,
5 cents per pound.
ations will be held in this city on Elena Trujillo; Piano, Miss M. Sena.
the dates mentioned: July 16
Subscribe for The Optic.
Exercises" Delsiirte class.
r "Delsarte
in biology, (male) salary $50 a Piano, Miss M. Phillips.
month; telephone operator, salary $660 "Awake, Arise" (Chorus) Hawthorne
to $720 a year; seed
warehouseman, Accompanist, Miss E. Valdez.
First grade teacher's
certificate
(male) salary $900 to $1,200; nautical
expert, (male, salary $1,000 to $1,800 from the department of education con
of powder (male) salary ferred on Miss Eloisa E. Baca.
Distribution of gold medals and
$C.4Q'.per diem; assistant, in plant his
tology, (male) salary $1,200 to $1,620: awards.
chemist, (male) salary $1,600. July
Address, Rev. J. B. Gerovitch.
Hull draftsman, (male) salary "My First Waltz" (six hands) Rosewig
I
$1,S00.
Little Helen Purcell, Rose Mary 1
July 21 Senior mechanical
engineer
(male) salary
$1,800 to Hughes, Tillie Schmidt, Gertrude
$2,700; senior architect (male) salary Gump, Mary Frank, Annie Fontaine, P
.$3,000 to $4,800; senior electrical en- Christine Goke, Maurice Kintz.
gineer (male) salary $1,800 to $2,700; At the Children's Dance" (six hands)
S treab bog - Misses Pepa Ortega, Mar- senior Inspector of motive-powe(male) salary $1,800 to $3,600; senior cella DesMarias, Martina Sena, LCTia
inspector of car equipment (male) sal Rensing, Alice" DesMarias, ' Ramona
ary $1,830 to $3,600; senior railway sig Roberts, Emily Baca, Marguerite Rob
nal engineer (male) salary $3,000 to erts, Margaret Floyd.
We
,
headsenior- - structural
$4,800;
engineer Blush Rose Waltz" (four ban!")
for
(male) salary $3,000 to $4,800: senior Fearis Misses Leona Rensing, Gercivil engineer (male) salary $3,000 to
trude Gump, Emily Baca, Margaret
$48,000.
July 23 Architect (male)
Floyd, Ramona Roberts, Marguerite
to $1,500; inspector of
$1,800
Roberts.
salary
car equipment (male) salary $1,200 to Patriotic, American March" (four
$15,00;
inspector of motive power
hands) Engelmann Misses Eloisa
(male) salary $1,200 to $1,500; railValdez, pepa Ortega, Marcella Desway signal engineer (male)
Marias, Alta Craven, Martina Sena,
salary
STRAWEERSIES (AND
$1,080 to $1,500; civil engineer (male)
Alice DesMarias.
salary $1,200 to $1,500; mechanical en Recitation "Night of Horror"
gineer (male) salary $1,080 to $1,500;
Miss Hernarda Martinez 1 CHERRIES EVERY DAY
electrical engineer (male)
"I
Montecchi
e
salary
Capuletti"
(four
$1,080 to $1,500; structural engineer
hands) Bellini Misses Mary Phil(male) salary $1,080 to $1,500. All inlips, Josephine Young, Marie Clemformation may be obtained from J. R.
ents, Lucy CIcmenM Eloisa Baca.
Lowe at the local postoffice.
Eloisa Valdez.
"Salut a Pesth" Opus 13 (two hands)
Kowalski
Mrs. H. E. Fell of Raton was here "Nocturne" Opus 37, No 1 tw hands)
I HONE MAIN 4 and 21
today to attend the funeral of the late
Misses Mary Phillips,
Chopin
George W. Ward.
Eloisa Baca, Marie Clements.
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Insist on "Hunts" If you want the highest
quality in canned fruits
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STEUHIZbD CHEAM
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enamel
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Refrigerator at a

Moderate Cost
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Seet Our Line Today
C. JOHNSEN & SON
vEccJvsive

Loca.1 Agents- -

SMALI4 IRRIGATED FARM
Wouldn't you like a nice little irrigated farm right close to the
'
:
edge of the City?- - ,
We have .tegb 'acres', mfo than half of it in alfalfa, that we can sell
at half value right Hqw.
Don't fail to get Qilr' price on this and other property. We are
not offering any property for sale where the price is not cut to meet
'
i
present conditions.
,

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO.
Phone Main 40
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WE HAVE FRESH VEGETABLES
ARRIVING
Radishes
Lettuce
G'rcn Onions
S"!:;; IJjnchcs
Spinach
Cucumbers
Fresh Tomatoes

DAILY,, SUCH AS

.

'

Gieen and Wax Beans
Green Peas
Summer Squash
Rhubarb
Asparagus
Beets
Turnips

Carrots, New Potatoes and Sweet Peppers

fresh
Vegetables and
quarters'

2ruits in Season
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